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Basketball scholarship controversy ends
By Mark Glover

MM

The University has offered a lull
athletic scholarship to basketball
player Tom Harris of Lorain. ending
the controversy concerning a possible
grant-in-aid for the son of Ohio House
Finance Committee Chairman Myrl
Shoemaker iD-Bourneville)
Tuesday's edition of The {Toledo*
Blade reported that Shoemaker had
"made an effort through a Bowling
Green State University lobbyist to
interest the university in offering the
legislator's son a basketball
scholarship "
THE BLADE story also said that
Shoemaker provided University
lobbyist Willard Fox with newspaper

clippings that testified to his son's
basketball ability
In addition, the story said University
officials were "seriously considering"
offering a scholarship to Shoemaker's
son Mick, a senior at Paint Valley
South High School in Bainbridge
The Blade story, which ran on
Tuesday's front page, also said
"officials at Bowling Green have
become sensitive to any appearance of
politics in athletics since the proposed
state budget passed last week by the
House contained a provision that
would, in effect, eliminate the BGSl'
hockey team."
This was a reference to Amended
Substitute House Bill 155 which would
deny athletic scholarships to nonAmerican citizens Most players on the
University hockey team are Canadian

UNIVERSITY basketball Coach Pat
Haley said yesterday that he was not
influenced by the fact that Mick
Shoemaker's father is chairman of the
Ohio House Finance Committee
Haley added that no one in the
athletic department or that he knew of
at the University received any
newspaper clippings from Shoemaker
concerning his son

"I got a call from Don Donoher and
the kid's name came up," Haley said

Haley said he first learned about
young Shoemaker from Donoher
Shortly after Donoher contacted
Haley, Bobby Joe Hooper, formerly of
the University of Dayton and a former
professional basketball player, also
referred young Shoemaker's name to
Haley, according to the University
coach.

DONOHER IS head basketball coach
at the University of Dayton, where

HALEY SAID he was interested in
recruiting Shoemaker for the Univer-

Haley said the scholarship was given
to Harris on the basis of ability alone
and also explained his involvement
with Mick Shoemaker

sity basketball team and contacted the
youngster's high school coach. David
Senff. about the possibility of
Shoemaker playing for the University
Haley said he first learned that
Shoemaker's father was Ohio House
Finance Committee chairman from
another college basketball coach when
the two were discussing young
Shoemaker's basketball ability

Haley formerly worked as an assistant
basketball coach
"Don was looking for two guards and
Shoemaker was his third choice."
Haley said.
According to Haley. Donoher was
able to recruit his first two guard
choices and decided to give
Shoemaker's name to Haley.

Haley said this fact did not affect his
consideration of young Shoemaker's
playing ability.
JAMES HOF, vice president for
public services, said yesterday that
Rep Shoemaker "made no direct
overture" to University officials
concerning an athletic scholarship for
his son
Hof said the only word he had from

Columbus concerning young
Shoemaker was when Fox told him
recently. "We have a pretty good
basketball player down here "
Hof added that no pressure was put
on University officials to offer young
Shoemaker a scholarship on the basis
of his father's position in the Ohio
House
"We figured this kid was a pretty
good basketball player from what we
heard." Hof said "After all. he was an
all-stater."
HOF WAS referring to the fact that
young Shoemaker was named to the
Associated Press Class "A" basketball
team this season
Harris, was given the sixth and final
grant-in-aid for the basketball team.
Harris is a 6-4 guard from Vincennes
Junior College in Indiana

Council okays program
By Patricia Sinn
Stall Reporter
Academic Council yesterday
approved formation of an
interdisciplinary program in Industrial
and Labor Relations
Dr Karl Vogt. dean of the college of
business administration, said in
previous discussion that the program
will consist of a new grouping of
courses which currently are offered in
economics, management and legal
studies
THE PROGRAM will lead to a
Bachelor of Science degree in Business
Administration and will require no
additional funding because the courses
already exist, according to Dr Vogt
Council also discussed the Values
and Evaluation Day Conference which
was held last Spring No official
evaluation of the conference was
made, but Council members aired
their impressions of the program
Dr Ramona Cormier, professor of
philosophy, read a recommendation
from the Senate Executive Committee
suggesting that a values conference
similar to the one held this year should
be planned for next spring and that a
University-wide conference should be
held on a non-class day during the 197677 academic year.
The largest problem encountered at

this spring's conference day was
attendance
Council members
suggested when and how such a
conference should be held to obtain a
higher turnout
DR. AGNES HOOLEY, professor
of physical education, suggested that a
reason for low attendance was that
faculty and students were not aware of
the conference until the day before it
happened Many people thought that
they needed an invitation to attend, she
added
Dr Cormier replied that part of the
problem with getting to students was
that "we worked through the student
government and they didn't respond "
Council members also suggested that
the next seminars be on a staggered
time schedule so that people who
wanted to attend several conferences
could do so
Dr. Charles Leone, dean of the
Graduate School, said he did not think
the University should support such
conferences because he saw no
benefits arising from them
"This is just legalizing bull
sessions," he said, "and giving dignity
to taking over coffee cups.' ,
Mark Berman. graduate student,
replied that "it is 100 per cent
important to take yourself out of the
situation of teaching, learning or
administrating and see it with new
perceptions Otherwise, we defeat the
reason we're here "

?fca

COUNCIL WILL continue discussion
and evaluation of the conference at its
next meeting
Dr Karl Schurr. professor of
biology, initiated a wide-ranging
discussion about the accuracy and
validity of student evaluations of
professors
The discussion took two turns One
centered around Schurr's complaint
that many evauations from his
department were missing, while the
other area pertained to the meaning
and relative merit of student
evaluations
COUNCIL MEMBERS mentioned
many outside forces which effect
evacuations, such as the quality of
equipment supplied for the class, the
time of day the class meets, the
teacher's testing methods and the class
attendance the day evaluation* are
handed out.
He added that although the students'
evaluations are no more than an
indicator of student attitudes, they can
be used along with peer evaluations to
help determine the level of a teacher's
performance
Council will continue discussion of
the student evaluations at their next
meeting.

*

Chopper

Fiv« ROTC students practiced aerial momuvin with a Huoy hdicoptor at
Sterling Farms last Saturday. (Newsphoto by Ed Suba)

Shah vows pursuit of terrorists

Two Americans slain in Iran
TEHRAN, Iran (API-Terrorists
stopped a car carrying two unarmed
U.S. Air Force officers to work
yesterday morning, ordered their
Iranian driver to the floor of the car,
then shot and killed the Americans
The U.S. Embassy identified the
dead men as Col. Paul Shaffer Jr.. 45. a
native of Bryan. Ohio, and Lt Col.
Jack Turner. 45, from Christopher. Ill
The Iranian government said police
had identified the three killers and
were on their trail The government
said those sought were Marxist guerrillas and "no action will be spared to
find the murderers and bring them to
justice."
Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlevi
learned of the killings when he stepped
from a plane after visits to the United
States. Venezuela and Mexico. He

conveyed sympathies to the families of
the men and ordered the "vigorous"
pursuit of their killers.
IN WASHINGTON, the State Department said it was "deeply disturbed" by
the slayings and "has been assured
Iranian authorities are trying to
apprehend the murderers."
"We deplore and condemn this
terrorist act of calculated brutality
against American personnel assigned
to duties in a country with which we
enjoy close and friendly relations." the
department's statement said
The shooting occurred as the two
officers were on their way to work at
an Iranian military base southeast of
Tehran
A woman who said she spoke for the
"Iranian People's Warriors
Association" called The Associated

Press and said "the execution of
American officers was a reply to the
execution of nine Iranian revolutionaries in prison last month ''
She also said that as Shah
Mohammed Reza Pahlevi is "a stooge
of the Americans, we therefore
murder Americans."
LAST MONTH, a government
announcement said that nine prisoners
had been machine-gunned to death by
escorting police when they tried to
escape from a prison bus transferring
them to another jail.
Shaffer and Turner were among 1.000
American military personnel and 2.000
civilians assigned to the U.S. Military
Assistance Advisory Group in Iran.
The American community in the
country totals 20,000 and is expected to
reach 50,000 by 1980 because of Iran's

huge purchases of U.S. arms,
industrial equipment and other major
items
Under the Iran-American military
advisory agreements, all the U.S.
military personnel go unarmed.
Shaffer, an agriculture graduate of
Ohio State University, was married
and the father of two children. Turner,
a graduate of the University of
Nebraska, was married and the father
of three children
A Marxist-anarchist underground
has been active in Iran for several
years About 200 members of the
underground have been killed in battles
with the police or executed by firing
squads.
The shah said during his recent visit
to Washington that about 3,000 of them
are in jail.

Marine release sought by U.S.
VIENTIANE, Laos (API-The top
U.S. diplomat in Laos met with two
Communist Pathet Lao ministers
yesterday in an attempt to end the
student occupation of the American aid
compound and win the release of two
Marines and a civilian caught inside.
"The situation is cooling." said U.S.
Charge d'Affaires Christian Chapman
after the meeting. "Negotiations are
still going on. They are going back to
see the prime minister at a cabinet
meeting."
At the headquarters of the Agency
for International Development (AID),
which was occupied early yesterday,
some 200 young demonstrators in
sweatshirts and an assortment of castoff military clothing stood at the gate
in drizzling rain.

A windmill and a quarry provldo tadudod praps for an
aft*rnoon of sunbathing. (Nowiphoto by Dan Foicht)

THEY SWIGGED American beer
from cans looted from the American
club inside the compound. Piles of
empty beer cans littered the roadway
inside the gate. Pathet Lao soldiers did
nothing about the demonstrators.

The students told newsmen they had
offered to release the three Americans
if they would "surrender',' but all three
refused
The seizure of the Vientiane
headquarters of AID followed similar
attacks on AID facilities in Savannakhet and Luang Prabang since the
Communists began taking control of
the coalition government two weeks
ago.
Chapman also said many American
families in Vientiane were "virtual
prisoners." since they were stopped
from going in and out of a U.S. housing
area by joint patrols of Pathet Lao and
rightist side policemen.

a dozen Americans and six other
foreigners completed a week under
house arrest but appeared to be in no
danger Savannakhet. a former rightist
stronghold, was peacefully occupied by
Pathet Lao forces Tuesday
Pathet Lao soldiers posted guards
yesterday at the gate of an American
housing compound in Vientiane known
as Kilometer 6. They at first allowed
Americans to come and go but
prohibited their taking any belongings
out of the area. However, Chapman's
statement about "virtual prisoners"
indicated the Pathet Lao later
prevented the Americans from leaving
and entering.

CHAPMAN SAID he had protested
this and had told the Pathet Lao that
the U.S. aid compound "is just as much
diplomatic ground as this embassy "
Chapman met at the American
Embassy with Minister of Economy
and Plans Soth Pothrasy and Minister
of Culture Maha Khou
In the southern city of Savannakhet.

THE STUDENTS who seized the
Vientiane AID headquarters issued
handwritten lists of demands which
included the immediate dissolution of
the agency in Laos and the departure of
all of its American employes within
three days.
They also demanded that the agency
turn over Its facilities to the Laotian

government, including personal goods
that had been imported tax free, that
taxes be paid on personal property of
Americans before they leave the
country and that police check on the
export of "individual American belongings" and on payment of taxes and
visas.
AID runs a 132 5 million assistance
program in Laos. About 1.000
Americans remain here About 350
work for the U.S. government.
• To paga olght

Weather
Partly cloady, warm aad bamM
today with a cbaace of
tbaadersbowers. High today la tbs
low to mid M'I. Probability, of
precipltatioi today is M per cut.
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reversal of ideologies
sga dissention
irresponsible
If bickering and accusations continue among the present Student
Government Association (SGA) officers. SGA soon will be nothing more
than the student gripe association and the recipient of intense mockery
from the campus community.
At Monday's SGA meeting, a heated debate occurred between SGA
Vice President Montel Jennings and SGA President W Randall
Hathaway over SGA's alleged apathy toward minority student needs.
Jennings said SGA has been "stagnant in aspects concerning relations
with third world peoples on this campus." He said SGA relies on him as
the sole liaison between SGA and minority students. SGA also does not
support any of Jennings' projects, which in turn makes it impossible for
him to get University administrators' support, according to Jennings.
Hathaway, however, denied Jennings' accusations, citing examples of
SGA's attempts to get minority response
With such infighting going on, SGA never will be able to see past
personal prejudices and gain campus respect Arguments do little to
convince students, faculty and administrators that SGA is a viable,
forceful form of student representation.
SGA officers can build a strong government if they realize the main
objective of their offices is to serve all the students and not vent personal
complaints.
SGA is supposed to serve the whole college community, not just the
white segment or the black segment.
It is imperative that SGA straighten out the dissention within its office
and strive toward solving student problems for the whole University.

WASHINGTON-The
confessional
literature of politics in our century has
been mostly one way-from left to
right, from communism to
disillusionment
A few people, like Clarence Darrow.
started off in the lap of corporate
capitalism and died in the arms of
socialism, but generally it has been
thought that the path of maturity
travels from a radical youth to a
conservative old age
Now comes Karl Hess, who has
made the voyage in reverse, moving
from being an assistant to the
president at Champion Paper, a staff
member of the American Enterprise
Institute and Barry Goldwater's
speechwriter to becoming a lefty
anarchist who refuses to pay taxes or
cooperate with the centralized,
corporate state.
Those before him went to Moscow,
and saw that it was the Light that
Failed, Karl Hess went to the business
board room and learned that the people
there care as much about their
professed ideals as the commissars do.
•LIFE ON THE RIGHT was
competitive in the very worst
sense ..The ideologues with the
sweatiest brows and the most fervent
speech, the crusaders for the light,
were all of them as brownnosing and
self-seeking as any junior corporate
executive..." Hess writes in his new
book, "Dear America" (William

Morrow and Co.. New York. 1975,
(7.95).
"In my memory, it is all an endless
repetition of the quintessential
moment when, during cocktails at Bill
Buckley's home one evening, an ardent
anti-Communist on his payroll looked
intently at Buckley and, when the
attention of the others in the room was
drawn to his staring, said in awed
toned. Bill, you have the profile of a
young Caesar '"
"Paid mouths Paid heads." is how
Karl Hess dismisses most of his
quondam colleagues on the intellectual
right No doubt about it. the right has
the insurmountable problem of
convincing the rest of us that their
libertarian posturing and smallgovernment advocacy is more than a
mask for greedy indifference.
But when Hess, a lovely man who has
the fumbling sort of saintly manner
that comes from seafaring among the
doctrinaire, says (his you have to
wonder if he isn't bound to repeat his
disillusionments: "I don't personally

1 want to tell you something The
Nightmare of Benito Lucio
Last night I did not sleep well
because I kept thinking about little
Benito Lucio. a U S citizen, who was
hauled up before a grand tribunal,
because he wanted to go to school at
Bowling Green State University
He wanted to go to school in the state
where he has poured his blood, sweat
and tears into the soil for the past six
years, where he has paid taxes from
his meager wages and where he has
spent his money to enrich the same
ones (or their brothers or sisters of I
other relatives i who sit in judgment of
him.
El pubic de Benito Que lastima1"
He only wanted an education at home

ford's future bright

position enhanced by actions
WASHINGTON Not only the Khmer
Kouge were outmaneuvercd by
President Ford's bold rescue ol the
Mayaguez and its American crew So
was the Hepubluan right wing
Because of his decisive action. Mr
Ford's political stock is certain to rise
in the opinion polls and especially
among those voters who had been most
queazy about his leadership potential
Mr Ford will surely be excused il
the broad smile ho wore upon learning
of the mission's success also reflected
his awareness of the political dividends
to follow
One result is that Honald Keagan
now has a tougher act to follow In the
wake of the successful Mayaguez
operation, it is going to be difficult for
the ex-California governor to keep

talking about weak and lackluster
leadership in the White House
PARTICULARLY SINCE a large
part of the Keagan audience is toying
with the notion that maybe Mr Ford
will prove to be a strong president
after all.
When word of the Mayaguez
operation came through, a coterie of
Senate conservatives had gathered in
the chamber last Wednesday evening
for a pre planned session to excoriate
the "politics of appeasement" of the
Ford administration
The news mooted the meeting and
saved the militants from acute
embarrassment
Even Republican
Senator Jesse Helms, of North
Carolina, a pro-Reagan man. used
words like "courage" and "wisdom"
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and "admiration" in praising Mr.
Ford
The American public relishes
decisive action by its presidents,
especially in the military area
Eisenhower's stock rose after he
sent, the Marines into Lebanon in 1957
Kennedy was hailed for his handling of
the Cuban missile crisis, and Johnson
for retaliating against North Vietnam
in the Gulf of Tonkin. Johnson used
that acclaim to send the U.S. full
length into the Indochina war
UNFORTUNATELY, strong presi
dential action on the domestic scene
rarely draws such praise Mr. Ford,
for example, has heard precious little
approval tor announcing that he is
going to hold his budget line by vetoing
Democratic spending bills
Liberals say that's no way to pull
the U.S. out of the recession Conservatives grumble because Mr. Ford
tolerated a S60 billion budget deficit in
order to finance the anti-recession lax
rebates.
Among

militant

right-wingers.

IT IS DIFFICULT to give yourself to
causes that are out of joint with the
times Hess recognizes this and asks of
the right's nonparticipation in the fight
for peace and racial justice, "the
terrible question for so many of us
today must be, and where were we?' "
Perhaps in answer Karl Hess joined
the New Left He could do so
comfortably, because the New Left
shares the right's detestation of the
centralized slate, and that thread runs
through Hess's life. It is the bond he
still holds in common with his old
friend Barry Goldwaler
Hess's
approach
to
the
decentralization of the New Left
reminds you of Tolstoy Tolstoy
renounced the luxury of the court of the

czars and moved to the farm, the
village and the commune; Hess
became a welder and a member of a
community organizational endeavor
here in Washington
He's hard at work now with others,
growing fish in the basement and
vegetables on the rooftops to make a
self-sustaining, independent urban
community in a place of crime and
unhappiness Tolstoy would approve
Much of what Hess says is open to
criticism-literary as well as political
but he does inject some important
distinctions into the current vogue
against big government and central
power This has become an applehood
and mother-pie issue, with even the
middle-of-the-road liberals and the
conservatives who gave us Vietnam
preaching it
A moment of economic depression at
home and Communist victory in
Vietnam may give these slogans a
particular political appeal
Hess
reminds us. though, that it is more
than HEW regulations that ails us.
The decentralization of the state and
the emancipation of its citizens from
war. taxation and bureaucracy
depends on the reconstitution of
economics-Hie
changing of
hierarchical customs and the taming of
the marketplace-so that the
preachings of the right have a meaning
those espousing them may not intend
Copyright. 1J75, The Washington Post
Kiag Features Syndicate

Leuers
set the
precedent

SREAKIM6 OF PIRATES...

know an active, persistent person on
the left who is in for the money, the
glory or the personal power On the
right I knew scarcely anyone who was
not."
Hess must have always had a soul
that preferred complete commitment
to qualified judgment. Why else would
be have given up a comfortable job in
corporate journalism to become a
Cuban gun-runner-not for Fidel
Castro, who was up in the mountains
trying to overthrow dictator Fulgencio
Batista, but for a forgotten friend of
American business, one Dr. Carlos
He via who was apparently trying to
square the circle by pulling off a
nonradical. rightist revolution

NOW HE'S STUCK with a huge bill
based on the ridiculous and exorbitant
fees that the University charges you
for not being a citizen of the state of
Ohio
But isn't Benito a citizen'' His only
crime was to visit Texas But aren't
US citizens advised and permitted to
travel throughout this great country''
When technicalities arise, why do
you always have to appease the god of
gold and never the God of humanity
And poor Mr Nusser He violated the
state constitution by extending credit
to Benito But did Benito purchase
something on tune" Did he ask to be
saddled with a bill that was not of his
own making and that he could not pay
if he took the wages from all those six
years of labor and applied them'' No1
He was walking along minding his
business and all of a sudden someone
walked up and said. "Benito you owe
us S800 and if you don't pay us we'll
throw you out " El pobre de Benito
Que lastima'"
Mr Edwards said "If there had been
a precedent set " Well Mr Edwards,
let us get busy and set a precedent. Is
this not one of the most progressive
universities''
ElnorM XStubbs
8235 Nebraska
Toledo. Ohio

appeasing the poor is as bad as
appeasing the Communists

fastest sport

One other plus of the Mayaguez
affair is that it proves that presidents
do not have to leave Congress in the
dark when undertaking sudden
military strikes

On behalf of the 1975 lacrosse team,
we would like to thank the many
enthusiastic fans who attended the
championhip game with Ohio Wesleyan
last Wednesday
Your support was instrumental in
helping us win our second straight
Midwest Lacrosse Championship and
was most appreciated by our entire
team.
Although the scheduling change was
somewhat inconvenient, we hope
everyone enjoyed the game and will
continue to support Bowling Green's
version of "The Fastest Sport on Two
Feet-

There will continue to be argument
as to whether Mr Ford's meeting with
17 top leaders at the White Houseafter the Marines already were en
route to battle-constituted "consultation" under the War Powers Act
or was simply a gesture of notification.
AT LEAST THE leadership on
Capitol Hill was not taken by surprise,
as so often had happened in the past
Mr. Ford has set a precedent that will
stand him in good stead with Congress
and the country
There is a corollary to the rule that
strong presidential action produces
political dividends the action must be
successful.
The Mayaguez mission was, although
Mr. Ford could not count on that when
he gave the orders He gambled and
won.
And though he couldn't think of 1976
while debating what to do about the
Mayaguez. no one knows better than
the president how dismal his political
future would look right now if the
mission had failed
Copyright. 1975, L'llvertal Press
Syndicate Detroit News

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 108
University Pall.

Cliff Holland
Mike Wilcox
1975 Lacrosse Captains

wbgu-fm
I wonder what the goals of BGSU are
in the eyes of the administration. We
pay our football players and at the
same time virtually eliminate the
almost voluntary WBGU-FM.
This is not an attack on athletic
scholarships, but for the past four
years, each year has seen the WBGUFM funds allotment cut in half by the
administration, until now the
announcement is that the three paid coordinators are to be fired next vear.
What next?
WBGU-FM is the only non-commercial FM or AM station available to
the Bowling Green community. It
serves the functions of information and
entertainment without noisy or
irritating commercials.
IT HAS community information as
its main objective and is a viable
alternative to all other radio stations.
WBGU-FM has a very wide listenership. a stronger signal than its sister
station WFAL and is one of the only
National Public Radio (NPR) stations
in northwestern Ohio.
NPR provides in-depth interviews
and feature programs. Some examples
are the Minority Review. International
Perspectives and the Great Composer

Series Plus radio dramas and jazz
reviews are all standard programs
From 8pm until morning are the
rock and roll requests where students
can phone in and listen to the music
they want to hear A large number of
students, like myself listen, without
commercial interruption, to enjoyable
topics and music 24 hours a day
Finally WBGU-FM is staffed with
more than 25 volunteers who use
WBGI as a learning situation
EDUCATION majors have student
teaching, business majors can co-op
with businesses for experience, but
why leave the University when the best
community radio station exists right
here on campus''
To learn education through
experience Is a goal of education
Don't eliminate WBGU-FM, Dr
Halpern The students do have future
needs and WBGU-FM is a most basic
need for the speech and journalism
students
We need good coordinators and we
can only have them if we pay them like
we pay the coaches of our athletic
department
Dean Billman
410 Darrow

congratulates
ford's action
In response to your editorial of May
15. 1975 concerning the Mayaguez
incident, we feel that diplomacy, as
recommended by you. would have
resulted in the loss of an American
ship, its' crew and possibly started
another undeclared war in Southeast
Asia
The Cambodian government
obviously realized what it was doing
when it pirated the Mayaguez With the
apparent dovelike attitude of the US
in recent years concerning foreign
affairs (look at what happened during
the Pueblo incident and the
consequences of our failure to support
the Vietnamese Peace Agreement in
the face of gross violations by North
Vietnam), we feel that the Cambodian
government undertook this fiasco with
no anticipation of military conflict
In your editorial you infer that the
U.S. acted as the agressor in this
incident Isn't piracy on the high seas
an act of aggression?
It appears to us that the Cambodians
committed the only aggressive acts.
Our actions were solely in the defense
of our 39 fellow citizens held captive on
Koh Tang Island
It lifts our hearts to see the
president allowing our very capable
military to carry out an operation
without hinderance from hesitant
politicians. By no means are we
against diplomacy, however, a decade
of this foreign policy in Southeast Asia
has proven ineffective.
Therefore, we feel President Gerald
Ford's quick and conclusive acts in
regard to the Mayaguez incident, have
not only boosted our country's morale,
but have also brought us much needed
respect from the rest of the world
Thomas B Doerter
Robin Schwamberger
John Cox
William Romay
Larry Smith
Terry Stetler
Robert Merkle
David Weaner
Peter Bowman
Bromfield residents

j
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Quarterly registration returns
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By Rr.ee Merawskl
Sufi Reporter

Cincinnati U
CINCINNATI (API-University of Cincinnati students
will not face increased room and board or tuition costs
next year provided a two-year state budget granting the
school $84 6 million is enacted, according to Warren
Bennis. university president.
Bennis. in an address to the university faculty Tuesday,
said it is now "fact" that the school must become a full
state school if it is to receive adequate state financial
support
The university is currently municipally owned, but
receives some state assistance
After the meeting. Bennis said the school would be
forced to reconsider increasing student costs if it does not
get an added BO 5 million, which is contingent upon the
university becoming a state school by July 1976
If the university becomes a state school. Bennis said
student fees in almost all categories could be substantially
reduced

Kidnap
DARES SALAAM. Tanzania i API -Three Stanford University students and a Dutch national have been kidnaped
by armed Africans from an animal research center in a
remote area of western Tanzania, according to reports
reaching here yesterday
The reports said the four were abducted Monday night
from the Gombe Stream Reserve by 40 uniformed men
who said they were from the Republic of Zaire across Lake
Tanganyika
A spokesman for Stanford University in Palo Alto,
Calif., identified the Americans as Barbara Boardman
Smuts. 24. from Ann Arbor, Mich.. Kenneth Stephen
Smith, 22. Garden Grove. Calif ; Carrie Jane Hunter. 21.
talberton. Calif., and the Dutch national as Emilie
Bergman
NThe university said most of the 30 students working at
lni; reserve scattered and were unharmed
The Gombe reserve, where the students were observing
chimpanzees and baboons, is 800 miles from here on the
ea»lern shore of Lake Tanganyika, which Zaire also
orders

, j

Horse races

C'OLUMBUS i API-The House voted yesterday to lower
•tj.te taxes on horse race tracks, extend racing meetings
from 50 to 56 days, and permit 30-day winter meetings at
tracks properly winterized.
Rep Harry Lehman i D-16) Shaker Heights, watched
his measure sail through by a vote of 84-9 although a
handful of House members charged it was an "agreed
bill" that accomodates virtually every element of the
racing industry.
The Senate and House interrupted their proceedings to
hear a 20-minute speech by Gov James Rhodes on the
energy crisis
Leaders of both chambers stated their willingness to
yield to the governor's request for action on pending
legislation

Prison terms
CINCINNATI (API-Reduced prison terms may be
responsible for a marked increase in bank robberies here
so far this year, according to the commander of the
robbery squad of the Cincinnati Police Department.
Lt James Daley noted that while conviction on bank
robbery charges used to call for life imprisonment, revised
state laws classify most bank robberies as aggravated
robbery which carries a 4-lo-25 year penalty.

The sudden downpour yesterday actually brought
students running to their classes. (Newsphoto by
Mike Passarelle)

Construction bids open
for new Alumni Center
By Cindy Smerclia
Staff Reporter
Bids were opened Tuesday in Columbus for
construction of the new Alumni Center,
scheduled for completion next summer
The construction was divided into four
phases, with separate estimates and bids for
each
Low bidder for general contractor was
Hullenkreimer Construction Co with a bid of
1628.600 The original estimate for general
contracting, which was made for the University by Thomas Zung. Architect, was
(671.029
MARLIN WHITE and Sons were low
bidders for the building's plumbing work
with a bid of 159.850. nearly 120.000 below the
original estimate
Bids for the electrical work all were above
the 1130.340 estimate Assistant to the
University Architect David Neuman said
yesterday some minor changes would be
made in the building's plans and bids will be
re-opened on June 3

I
I
I

Low bidder for the heating, ventilating and
air conditioning work was TO. Murphy Co..
but Neuman said the bid was "unusually low
and probably reflected an error "
Although bids were received and opened,
contracts have not yet been awarded,
according to Neuman. The building is
financed by local money, but the state still
must approve the contracts, he explained
THE PROPOSED Alumni Center will cost
an estimated $800,000. and will be financed
solely by gifts from alumni and friends of the
University.
Director of Alumni Affairs James Lessig
said about 1480.000 already has been donated
for the center's construction
The center will be located on Mercer Road
between Haven House Apartments and the
Ice Arena It will house alumni offices,
alumni literature, classroom space and a
room for the display of art works
Groundbreaking ceremonies for the center
are set for June 7 Completion is expected
some time next summer.

— FEATURING —
Char Broiled Sinks •id
Chop.

RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
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The
University has
returned to the singlequarter registration system for fall class sign-up.
The two-quarter system
used for winter and spring
sign-up proved unsatisfactory, according to Cary
Brewer, director of registration
"I don't think the twoquarter system was
positively received I doubt
U we will ever attempt it
again without a great deal of
revision," he said.
Brewer said that he had
hoped the two-quarter
method would provide information at an earlier date so
that departments could
make more positive
responses to student course
requests.
THIS WAS NOT achieved,
according to Brewer
"Many departments indicated that they felt pressed
to come up with an accurate
spring quarter listing during
winter quarter." he said.
Brewer pointed out that
the two-quarter system in-

Full Course Family Din
■at

Summer Leases Available
Vz block from campus

lt VARIETIES
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES
Open Tan. thru Sat. 7:M4
Sundayi 7:M-7:N

'100/month for 2 People
•120/month for 3 or more

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

Apartment Fully Furnished
All Utilities Paid
Laundry Facilities Available

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

creased the workload of the
registrar.
"It was necessary for us
to involve people In drop-add
for eight weeks, whereas it
usually takes a maximum of
four weeks." he said.
"The two-quarter system
only was used on a trial
basis and we never really
said anything other than a
one-quarter registration for
fall." he added
No major problems are
anticipated for summer or

fall registration, according
to Brewer.
"THERE IS a slight
problem in the summer because classes are. in a
sense, on consignment
There must be a minimum
enrollment in a class or
there's a possibility that it
might be cancelled." he explained
Fall usually finds a large
number of students going
through drop-add. according

to Brewer
"Students go home, get a
summer job and find something else that they're interested In. They begin to
explore that area and want
to change courses," he said.
Brewer said that he is
expecting the same situation
this fall
"Fall quarter registration
hasn't changed at all It will
be the same as it's been for
the last six or seven years."
he said

Ford announces candidacy
WASHINGTON (API President Ford told Republican senators yesterday he
will run a vigorous campaign for the presidency
next year and carry a strong
and constructive program to
the people
Sen Hugh Scott (R-Pa I
told newsmen of the President's intention and predicted Ford would win election for a four-year term.
He also said he does not
expect Ford to have any substantive challenge within the
Republican party and "with
a few exceptions, the present Democratic candidates
are a parade of pygmies"
SCOTT AND nine other
GOP senators who are up for

re-election in 1976 met with
Ford at the White House
yesterday to discuss election
prospects for next year
He said the President
hasn't decided when to officially kick off a campaign
but that Ford had asked
Scott and Rep John Rhodes
IR-Ariz.). House minority
leader, to be on the planning
committee which will make
that decision
Scott said that during the
meeting yesterday Ford
made it clear to the senators
he "intends to be a vigorous
candidate following the convention and that he will
carry a very strong and constructive program to the
people"
Scott said the President
received assurances of support from the senators

•'IT IS MV personal opin
ion," he said, "that he will
not have any substantive
challenge for the nomination"
Questioned about a potential challenge from former
California Gov. Ronald
Reagan, who has been gaining conservative support.
Scott replied. "In my own
mind. I am reasonably certain Ford will have the dele
gates he needs "
Sen William Brock of
Tennessee, replying to the
same question, said, "I
don't expect the President to
be seriously challenged
However, if by that time he
is not being well-received by
the voters, he would be challenged "

Prison workers to form union
By The Associated Press
The Ohio Civil Service Employes Association (OCSEA) claimed yesterday it now has
enough membership among Ohio correction
employes to gain rights to represent workers
in the state's prisons.
OCSEA leader Thomas Daugherty said his
union presented proof In a meeting yesterday
with Joseph Millions chief of labor relations
for the Department of Administrative
Services.
State officials were attempting to verify
the union's claims.
MEANWHILE, the number of state
prisons with picket lines jumped to four
yesterday then dropped almost Immediately
to three.
Picket lines were set up at Lebanon

Correctional Institution and reinstituted at
Chilllcothe
Correctional
Institution
yesterday morning
The lines were withdrawn at Lebanon
within hours
> The strikes continued into their second
week at the maximum-security Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility in Lucasvllle and
the Marion Correctional Institution where
2.800 inmates are housed
DAUGHERTY said membership In the
OCSEA is now approaching 1,000, and this
figure surpasses guidelines of a new state
ruling that a union must represent 30 per
cent of the department's 3.150 employes
before It may bargain.
That new ruling has been cited by leaders
of the five correction's unions as a major
cause of the strike.

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY
SPECIAL OFFERINGS FOR FALL QUARTER 1975
Hist. 153: EUROPE IN THE MODERN WORLD - AN EXPERIMENT IN HISTORY
THRU FILM (4). Dr. Weinberg. 1:00-3:00 M & R
A survey of major themes in modern European history using classic films and
readings. Themes to be discussed include: The Crowd in History, The Human
Cost of Industrialism, Propaganda and the Totalitarian State, and the Rise of the
Third World. Films to be screened include: La Marseillaise, A Nous la Liberia,
Potemkin, and Triumph of the Will.
Hist 301: AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY, 1775-1920 (2). Dr. Skaggs. 2 sections: 9:00 T&R; 5:30-7:30 W.
The development of American military institutions, policies, strategy, and tactics from the Revolution through World Warl Not open for those with credit in
MS 201.

352-0717 or stop by
THE 0FFICE-224 E. W00STER

d^

r*yix

REG.

Hist. 391: HISTORY OF POVERTY, CRIME, VIOLENCE (4). Dr. Graham 1:003:00 T&F.
Investigation of the development of interest in and perceptions of crime in
19th-century Europe; popular protest and the culture of poverty; public and official responses to the problem of social order. No prerequisites.

SOB SfkfJPWlCH
C«I.7Q>
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New hrs.
until 2:00 a.m. everynight
until 3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
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minimum delivery is SI.50
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PH.352-7571
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Hist. 382: HISTORY OF CHINESE CULTURE AND INSTITUTIONS (4). Dr.
Kawashima. 10:00-12:00 T&R.
A study of the unique cultural and institutional development of traditional
China and her relations with neighboring Korea. Emphasis on the intrinsic value
of exposure to a great non-Western cultural experience.

B.6.

Hist 391: WORLD WARS(4). Dr. Alston, 5:30-7:30 M&W.
Students will be introduced to the way participating peoples experienced the
global conflict of 1939-1945 and the ways they remember it in books and film.
Students will investigate how the war was experienced and how it is
remembered by older Americans available to them. Students will actively participate in the construction of the course by their field work: interviewing the war
generation, collecting letters, etc. No prerequisites.
NOTE: The 300-numbered History offerings are self-contained courses
designed to serve the programmatic needs and intellectual interests of undergraduate non-majors as well as majors and, as such, these courses are
tailored, in operation and objectives, more to the exposition of general content
and concepts than to the acquisition of specific professional skills.
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Soviet power feared in Asia

U.S. presence requested
LONDON (AP) - Ambaisador Elliot Richardson says
China's leaders want the
United States to play a
major role in Asia indefinitely to head off Soviet
domination of the region
"I don't think the Chinese
would want to see any
abrupt shifts in Asia for the
foreseeable
future.''
the
U.S. envoy to Britain said in
an interview with The Asso
dated Press

|
;
;

;
;
:

"The Chinese have an
interest in the preservation
of a major U.S. role toward
the resl of the world, if only
because Chinese security to
a degree depends on a continuing American countervailing role against the
Soviet Union "
AS FOR THE Mayaguez
incident. Richardson said

President Ford "had very
little choice' in using force
to free the merchant ship
from the Khmer Rouge of
Cambodia

U.S. attorney general who
resigned from the Nixon
administration rather than
fire Watergate prosecuor
Archibald
Cox.
became
ambassador to the Court of
St James in February.
As for the U.S. allies in
Europe. Richardson stressed
he has not detected any'
basic problem of credibility
in relying on America.
"Europe has perceived
lhat the fundamental, longterm interests of the United
States are much more inseparable from the security
interests of Europe than the
factors which led to our initial involvement in South
east Asia." Richardson said

The incident, he added,
also served notice in the
wake of the American withdrawal from Indochina that
there is no "paralysis of
will" on the part of the
United States
Asked about criticism of
Ford's decision that the US
response amounted to gunboat diplomacy, the ambassador replied: "This was a
situation in which diplomacy
had evidently failed It left
the United Slates with no
choice but to read through
the use of force to an action
which, in itself, involved
force "
RICHARDSON,

HE
SAID he expects
President Ford to urge
much closer cooperations
between America. Europe
and Japan when leaders of
the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization
meet
in
Brussels. Belgium May 2930. "Our vital long-term

former
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1 Examine by
Sneationing
ampul area, for
short
9 Sword, French

interests depend upon the
preservation of our relationships with
NATO and
Jfpan.'hesaid.
"Those
relationships
under existing treaties are
inseparably linked with the
security of the United States
itself"

■Ma

14 "Do —
others . . ."
16 Hindic language
16 Ural-Altaic
language
17 Footnote word
18 Invasion site of
1944
20 Old-fashioned
lrl

22 K
Supplements
(with "out")
28 Notwithstanding
that: Var.
24 Fraulein'a name
26 Cut copy
28 Berlin's river
31 Quality of being
harsh or shrill
36 Cambodia's
neighbor
37 Patriotic gp.
88 Next to the last
syllable
89 One of the
Gardners
40 Watery

REFERRING TO Asia
and
President
Ford's
projected visit this summer
to Peking. Richardson said
the U S government "would
not want to see any change
in respect of the territorial
integrity and autonomy of
Taiwan." the Nationalist
Chinese island, unless it
came
through
"some
negotiated arrangement."
The Chinese, he added,
might well raise the issue
with
Ford
"without
necessarily leading to any
short-term change "
He maintained there are
other things that could be
discussed
in
Peking■ cultural exchanges, trade
and so on."

42 Seafood item

43 Hindu god
46 From: Ger.
46 Subdivision of
the Soviet federation : Abbr.
47 Devil worshippers
49 Detective Ellrry

60 Ripped
61 Tense
63 Writer — Louis*

HuxUble
66 Sehoolbook
68 Fan

62 Thrashing:
Slang
66 "The old gray

66 Fold' '
67 Kitchen staple
68 Angle between
leaf and stem
69 Irish playwright
70 Sign of a sort
71 Alice or Tim
DOWN

1 Halt
2 Cancel

3 Bit of newa
4 Voodoo snake
deities
6 Wharves
6 Coffee container
7 Cutting tool
29 City of
49
8 Small African
Lombard)62
antelope
30 Meat treat
9 Settles
32 Negotiate
63
10 Time
33 Woman in white
11 Unruly child
34 At hand
64

12 Abounding (in) 36 Everlasting:
13 Resound
Poet.
19 Complex man of 37 Country
myth
rmtlemen
21 Spanish cheer
umish with
26 Biblical hunter
notes
27 Basis of loga- 41 Expel
rithms
44 Sombrero
28 Croats and
46 Type of restaurant
Slovenes, for
instance
48 Church official

Quid pro —
Type of gaseous

element
Snow-capped
peaks

Fin nronniifiH rri J
rnn
nnna HIIJ.II
.Mt A"
gam: a ft
RBDH onnii
onniHoriH

Former TV
emcee John

66 Verily
67 Flooring
material
69 Means of conveyance
60 Colleen's name
61 Depend (on)
63 Container
64 Prefix with
classic or lithic
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ACRES OF FREE PARKING
&*&
SPACIOUS RECLINING ROCKING CHAIR SEATS
JUST 1000 FEET WEST ol the FRANKLIN PARK MALI
- v.

J ►«.

STARTING WEDNESDAYL.MAY 21st!

~»J®fe~ CLaSSIFIED mm
We of* net responsible far mistakes unleee notified en Aral day et

I ML characters are lleshedout to perfection "

neettien.

• xMrtfcll Black epitomnes the 'enhancement'ol West's creature, the very imperlections ol her lace and figure
' emphasizing the artifice ol Fave's glamour and underlining the setuatity she exudes She never loses the pathos
behind the aspirations that lead to the viciousness of her surface person Donald Sutherland's best performance to
date

I \MI"I M Al ENDAH

Karen

campus Call 353 3933

Thursday. May 22.1975

All 17 98 list price 8 track &
cassette tapes only 16 39 at
FINDER'S

Apt rent 4 stud turn on
Woosler St Summer lease 287-

Barb Happy 2lsl!"

APARTMENTS
2 bedrooms
furnished 352 4671

lit; KoSulemi
pm

IKIJO

practice scssiorr-Hm 21)1,Hayes Hall 7 30 9 30

.BGSI1 Karate Club Gojukai meet Aud
5 307 30pm

I U call it the Imest lilm ol the past several years is to belittle it. It stands beyond comparison "
Judith Cust

St Thomas More Parish

Christian Science Organization testimony meeting Prout Chapel
»' 15 pm

r1U£6r m many ways remarkable lilm that John Schlesinger has made."

Aclive Christians Today Bible studies 7am Hromfleld cafe 1,4.1
p in 603 (lough St.

3 movie that has been ideally cast as much as it is acted "

Sign up sheets for volunteers In Ed Bldg . Math Sci and all dorms
for exceptional children track meet June 7

3 gargantuan panorama, a spectacle "

Socicly lor Creative Anachronism meeting Km 602 Library. 7-9
p.m Free & open lo public
Vincent Canby. New York limes

RIDES

WANTED

Need ride to I'tah Share! 6 16
-6 18 I'h 352 566:1 Mike

Need 1 m to sublease apt lor
next school year $75 mo 372
3091

LOST AND POUND
LOST 8 keys, leather ring Call
Carol 372 1206
LOST Turquoise necklace
very important to me reward
please call 2 3644

Summer babysitter needed, mv
home 9 5 363 9224 Call .liter 7

1 I needed to sublet lor fall qtr
eW4TT71

F photographic models needed
for public relations and
advertising experience not
necessary prefer ages 1826
Phone (or confidential interview
and further details 445-2761
Archibald. Ohio

I m needed to share large a c. 2
bdrm apl for summer Other
m low rates 362-6403

SERVICES OFFERED

1 rmmte. f. for nexl yr
674 mo. house 1 blk from camp,
on Ridge St 351-1164

Decisions' Need to talk"
Emotional and Material Preg
stMsCV AM. 3U-4886.

MHN HIUIMIAN

and Of RAIOINI PACE as Big Slsl«r

J!»OMI HfllMHN ,

...K>HHSCMll$INOI»— ......

tunuNJ.ii WIST
KWK

«.!.-,„ —.„.....,...

,,«..

BGSI' Surplus Sale Bids maybe picked up 8 p m to5pm at
the Oflice ol Asst Director ol
Procurement. Central Services
Bldg . Physical Plant Dept
Bids will be opened 1 p m June
6.1975

12 x 60 mobile home, completely
furnished, like new. utility
building 1 skirting included
Call 372-0151 ext 319 or 352-6359
alter 6 p.m.

Planning a Wedding- Wedding
Photographv bv David McNeill
353 3792

THEDAYOFTHEIOCUST
DONAID SUTHERLAND*KAREN BIACK
WILLIAM ATHERTON- BURGESS MEREDITH .**<.» .^.r

Congratulations to the new Beta
officers and thanks to the old
ofllcers for a great job The
Little Diamonds

1 I rininle needed next year al
Haven House 372.4292

Professional typing done for all
assignments 352-0224

jjj' MSIMCTM -.'

FINDER'S

HELP WANTED

LOST Seven keys on Black
leather chain If tound please
contact Tom 2-1084

* JOHN SCHUSINOI* Flin

II 00 oil on all classical LP s at

DZ pledges can't wail to find
taasrbigs

LOST Sliver Irame glasses
Wed. night front steps Hanna
Hall 1 need them please 372
5646

•Whiter .••t«ntt

$3 89 will now lni\ vou an LP al
FINDER'S

Sales Manager Person, man or
woman, to supervise the sale
and the distribution of advertising material at the university
during June or July and during
September or October Applicants must be students and local
residents Earnings range from
11.500 00 to 62.000 00
Jack
Lawrence will conduct interviews on May 22 Contact the
Student Placement Office on
this dale for location ol
interviews

LOST Pair of glasses Brown
with silver sides square shaped
andphotogray Keward if found
Contact Tony at 353-2652

* If ROM HIllrUN PRODUCTION

Need 3 people to sublet bottom
ol house at 1220 E Wooster
Rent for summer 1159 person
352-3756

Thanks Phi Psi's lor such a
great tea* !.ove. the Alpha
Phis

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY
Choose more finished color
pictures from a large selection
Lowest professional rates. Call
Dennis Bowen 352 5928
Abortion Information Service
starting rate $125 Clinic very
close to area 1-24 week pregnancy terminated by licensed
certified gynecologist Modern
techniques and finest facilities
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle Call
collect. 14 hour service 1-1166311557
Need
tralls.
senior
Studio

PHOTOGRAPHS? por
passports, applications,
specials. WEISSBROD
113 W Wooster 352-2142

Two persons to share apartment
for summer < 1st and 2nd) term
I'h 352 5486 6360 foe summer

1 f roommate for next vear
$71, mo Call 362 7814
1 I rm needed for next year in
Georgetown Apis Call 372-5414
F rm. sum 6 St 55 mo. Own
rm liarb 352-091 lor 372-0207

PERSONALS
The
TEKES
wish
to
CONGRATULATE their new
ORDER OF DIANA" officers
for 1975 76 Sue Matonev. President.
Mary Jacobs. Vice
President.
Lynn Darnell.
Treasurer: Deb Hooae. Secretary, and Maria Tusoch. Social
Chairman.
Stop into FINDER'S and pick
ap an LP for only $3 89

Record Sale at FINDER'S
LP's are now only 63 89

FOR SALE
Rek-O-Kul turntable sure M9I
cartridge, good condition 126

353 2602
Mobile home tor sale - next to
campus • cheap and com
lortable 8 x 40 363-4606.

Subleling lor summer ■ own
room in 3 man house. 352-8072
521 EAST MERRY Less than
one block from campus 2 bedroom, furnished, air conditioned
and in excellent condition
Tenants only pay the electric Is
set up for 4 persons One Apl
left lor Fall 674 00 per person
per month
624 SIXTH STREET Same
setup as above apartments One
Apt lor Fall 865 00 per person
per month For more information call Newlove Realty 3537361
1 bedroom lurnished apt available June 1 Close to campus
Call 352-6(86
Trailer sublease Howards Court
summer 2 bdrm . a c. 2-4663 or
2-4e»7
2 bdrm furnished apts a c,
leasing lor summer A fall
Summer rates Call evenings.
353 31431 352 3689
GREENVIEW
APTS now
renting lor Summer A Fall
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
ALL UTILITIES PAID INCL
CABLE TV Open Man -Fri. 116: Sat 11-4 Call 3511196
Contrary to prev info this apt
is still avail June 15 1 bdrm
(urn a c. 230 sum 352-5636

Converted camper school bus
Kquipped with 4 bunks &
kitchenette 1795 352-0717

Campus Manor 4 man apart
ments just a lew left Ph 3529302 or 352-7365 evenings

69 Buick Electra. PS , 1' It .
AC. good condition best offer
353 2433. after 6 351-1055

Students needed to fill 4 man
apartments at Campus Manor
for Fall school year 352-9302 or
352-7365 evenings

70 Fiat 850 Sports Racer.
special hardtop model. $900
Toledo 536 5120 alter 6 p m
Wilson golf clubs - lull set 2-9
irons. 1.3.4.5 woods, wedge Bag
and cart $175 372-4449

2 bedroom apartments near
Towers
Fall rates for 4
students Summer rates for 2.3.
or 4 students 351-7365
Rooms near campus Fall and
summer rentals 352 7365

7 It Boa Constrictor and big
cage Must sell before finals.
352«456

Furnished house summer only
1-5 353-9462

68 Dodge Coronet 500. Good
condition, power everything
351-0040
'

Now leasing 1 bdrm apis
$150 mo Pinehurst Apartments
HO Napoleon Rd 351-1460

Trailer - close to campus 10 x
59 a c. furn
shed
Call
evenings 352-6113

4 bdrm apl for coeds L 1 bdrm
both fall 351-7056 after 4

Wedding gown Pineapple while
eyelet, sue 9-10. Juliet cap 4
veil 351-9269 or 372 2879 Reasonable price

FOR RENT

Susan Kermode is another one
of Gamma Phis new dynamic
pledges We love you Your
Sisters

Apt July. Aug semi turn 1 bd
room. CIS N. Grove 3614117.
17H6K. Galen

Hylem - Congratulations on
your Phi Mu activation. Joe &

CHEAP - house (or 5/1150 each
lor summer vt block from

STUDENT APTS Summer *
Fall Ige 2 bdrm turn close to
campus
UNIVERSITY
VILLAGE APTS 235 Mercer
Rd 352-0164
1 bedroom furnished apartment
to lease for summer and fall
Call 351-9378
1 and 1 bedroom apartments
close to campus For more
information call 351-1176 after 5
p.m.
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This it the exact stage for the concert.

Johnny Winter: Highly acclaimed by blues
enthusiasts everywhere for his pungent
guitar style and direct vocal punch. Winter's
personal career, from ups like his success
with "Rock and Roll Hootchie Koo",to downs
such as his battle with drugs a few years
ago, reflects the saga of many blues-people.
Now he's on an upswing again with the
strong interest in his most recent release ,
John Dawson Winter III (Blue Sky).

Golden Earring: Jumping punk rockers with a
sense ot theater and teenhood. They splash
around on stage with a flashing jumping
show that minces no volume. The sound is
direct and uncomplicated with horns
supplementing the basic rock drive of
drums, guitars and keyboards. Their latest,
Switch (MCA), carries on the impact on their
previous release.

Nitty Gritty Dirt Band: This is the group for
those who appreciate country virtuosity. The
Dirt Band is one of the most capable groups,
faithful to the old traditions of the best
country and bluegrass, yet able to creatively
spice their songs with new ideas. Their last,
Stars and Stripes Forever (UA), is a perfect
demonstration of them at their best: live.

Styx: A Chicago-originated band which has a
broad eclectic sense. They run the gamut
from softer rock to the harder stuff. No
matter what the sound, they express a consistent strength in each song.Styx's new album Man of Miracles (Wooden Nickel) gets
out the same power captured in their hit
"Lady".

The "Poe Ditch Music Festival": The opening celebration for a
Midwestern summer — Sunday, June 1 at Bowling Green
State University, Bowling Green, Ohio, in Perry Stadium with
seating for over 30,000. The gates will open at 9:30 a.m. and
the day will begin at 11:30 a.m. rain or shine. Tickets are $8
for the general audience and $10 the day of the show.
This BGSU Cultural Boost Presentation in association with
Ross Todd Productions is the first sizeable outdoor music
festival in the Midwest for several years. And, through the involvement of Cultural Boost, this is the first time such an attractive and ideal structure as Perry Stadium has been used
for such an event. The stadium is fully equipped to accomodate over 30,000 persons with complete bathroom and concession facilities. There is adequate parking available and
ready. But please no glass containers can be brought into the
stadium.

Montrose: This is one of those groups that
always surprises with new and exciting
variations on the heavy metal theme. Lead
guitarist Ronnie Montrose has a true sense
of taste and control. He and the rest of the
band show the same power that he capably
managed while with Edgar Winter's band.
Paper Money (Warner Brothers) is certainly
a strong demonstration of such guitaring.

Pure Prairie League: One of those quintessinal country-rockers with bright harmonies, a smooth laid-back beat and mellow
instrumentation. As the favorites on many a
Mid-western, PPL fulfulls the listeners' fantasies of the cowboy-at-heart. With the justrecently released Two Lane Highway Pure
Prairie League continues to get that trucking mood out of all it's fans.

An extensive complement of contemporary sounds is set to
cook for the day: (in the order of appearance) Outlaws, Pure
Prairie League, Styx, Nitty Gritty Dirt Band, Richie Havens,
Montrose, Golden Earring, and Johnny Winter. The stage is
effectively designed for the needs of all the groups and to the
best advantage of the audience.
So each group in their way is offering the kind of music for
moving a day, maybe the week or month and getting the summer off to the right start. Spend the day out in the sun where
people are together with only the summer and the music's delights in mind.

Richie Havens: Havens draws from another
tradition: that of folk. He moves toward a
softer easier approach yet still puts power
behind his acoustic guitar. His rendition of
"Here Comes the Sun" has become a
classic of the festival experience. He is now
signed with Stormy Forest and more is expected in the future.

Outlaws: Here's the latest in the rash of
Southern Boogie bands. Clive Davis has
jumped on the chance to get them, signing
them to Arista. He has commented that
they will become as big as the Allman Bros,
in a shorter time. They have been reported
to put on a show that knocks the socks off
any rocker. Their awaited album claims to be
just as strong.

»•
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Viets sell
American

SAIGON (AP) - Hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of furniture,
food and electronic gearall looted from homes,
apartments and offices
once occupied by Americans-are for sale at streetside stalls in sprawling
blackmarkets throughout
Saigon
The goods were taken
from American compounds
by Vietnamese on April 28.
the day of the US evacuation

Even

Pfiuinmont
" rolling
^"""""i"
C7UUHL/I IICll I troops were
into
Saigon on April 30, the
sacking of US installations continued
IT TOOK about two days
for the Provisional Revolutionary Government to put
an end to the massive
thieving
The sidewalk stalls run

through a myriad maze of
streets throughout the
downtown sector of Saigon
Some of the most affluent customers at the markets are North Vietnamese
troops, who are unused to
such a wide and varied display ranging from common
household Items to luxury
stereos.
THE HOTTEST selling
items with the Hanoi
troops are small radios
and watches
Shopping along with the
hundreds of North Vietnamese soldiers are thousands of Saigonese looking
for bargains or items that
may be unavailable in the
future
The most crowded section is the 200-yard long
camera and stereo street,
where Vietnamese market
women in loud voices offer

COO Sony. Akai. and Sanni
tape decks and amplifiers.
The North Vietnamese in
their baggy uniforms can
generally be found clustered around stalls which
sell %b to 115 Japanese
radios
THE OLD Saigon government money is still
being used and the shrewd
market women are not accepting North Vietnamese
currency.
Where the soldiers
acquire the cash is a mystery. Most of the troops
are close-mouthed about
anything except the most
mundane questions.
A Japanese Communist
cameraman from Ninon
Denpa News was led away
in hand cuffs after he
filmed North Vietnamese
troops making transactions
on the street

EVERYTHING MUST GO!

'Curved Air' stars Son/'o

Minnie cuts second album
Review by
Frsik Jokaeea
All righl. America, you've
been given a second chance.
Try not to blow it this time.
Last, summer you let
Minnie Riperton's first solo
album almost come to disaster by letting it sit, not paying any attention to it. Sure
it wasn't played too much on
the radio, but you should be
familiar with her old group.
Rotary Connection.
You had to wait until a
track from it went top 40
before you realized what a
super album it has been all
along. You should be
ashamed But now comes
your second chance

range of five octaves.
Minnie and co-producer/writer Richard Rudolph have a way of coming
up with extremely listenable
tunes Nothing harsh, not too
much nitty or gritty-the
material is as smooth and
silky as her voice is fine and
delicate.
Consider the songs The
title cut gives you something
to dance to, but don't lose
track of what's really happening The words were a
dreamlike fantasy, as
Minnie's voice becomes the
sensuous tour guide through
that dream A few high
notes are present, too. but
don't let that be the main
attraction

ADVENTURES in Paradise" (Epic) Is Minnie's
second solo album, this time
with musical help from Tom
Scott and members of the
Crusaders.
Aside from the incredible
talent of having a vocal

FOR THOSE of you who
want to play it safe, there is
one track with birds chirping in the background
"Love and its Glory" is also
the ".'bum's longest, a narrative love story with full
string backing The highlight

LOOK AT THESE I

It's the Deal
you've been
waiting for

AT
GRAY'S
STADIUM
— PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

from Now until
May 31, 1»75

ICE COLD

TEAC

BEER & POP
TO GO

factory
»authorized /,
sale
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Nikko STA 1010 AM/FM Stwao RSMIVM
tin* iitmplt'MiiTH.tiv solid il,ili' i«•(:•>tvi'i IMI.IM-. til Ir.ilun'i Tli.il
you'd luiil on unNf twice the piictv The IC/F I T #iiuipiw<l
AM/FM lunn vet ion plfectively ttMivrxs rli-an. vnsitive
rtCVptlon
Check oul this imuihly desiqneil anil handsome
liMlnui .m.j champagni QOMI rtctlww .»«<) the «esi oi the Nikko
lint .it Sound Attoclatts
Nikko STA 1010, RttfluUfly $159 90. Now
f 12* »0
Nikko STA 4030. ReguLiily S.M9.95. Now
Nikko STA 5050. ftoyukHlv $249 95 Now
W.M
Nikko STA 70/0. Reguldily S34U.95. Now $tf—

360S CaaMlt* Deck
A Siijwr Machine hoio the people who make I he l>e*i. Features
include tepaiate teconl and playback level conirols, hiai anil EO
swilchmi) lot any lape. Dolby noise leiluclion, FM lilte>. and
automatic shulnlf.
HIMIUI.II Pttce
$379.50
Sound Asftociim Pric«
$32.).)•

WEEKEND SPECIALS
Prices Good Now Thru Sun.. May 25, 1975

MENS & W0MENS

RUBBER
THONGS

Also catch the last track.
"Don't Let Anyone Bring
You Down " This being her
message tune for the album.
Minnie Riperton finishes
with feeling and heart It's a
quiet kind of sound that
comes out and gives a nice
kiss on the back of the neck
THE ALBUM starts out
with a stage announcement;
"For the first time in two
years-the original Curved
Air." The crowd goes nuts
and then comes the music
that has formed its own cult
over the past few years
With violins and synthesizers included in the instrumentation and Vivaldi variations included in their repertoire, the term "baroque
rock" has been given to this
group more than once Some
of their best stuff is on this
new album. "Curved Air
Live'lBTMl
The first thing that will hit
you about the album (and
about the group if you're
new to it all! is the legendary voice of Sonja Kristina
This being the group's first
live album, it's amazing to

hear her go through the
paces without the help of the
studio. She's the European
version of Grace Slick some
seven years ago and she gets
the same kind of audience
response as well
SONJA DOMINATES the
band on "Maria Antoinette " It starts off soft with
Darryl Way on electric
piano and Francis Monkman
on organ and guitar. Sonja's
vocals go from soft classical
sweetness to harsh rock
reality which gives her the
rest of the song for a fierce
ending.
The other side of Curved
Air is heard on the instrumental "Vivaldi.' A very
minor classical theme is
carried through the piece,
mostly by Way's violin The
classical theme has been
done a couple times on their
studio albums, but it is done
to extremes here, with
Way's solos containing other
classical riffs as well as a
hand-clapping rendition of
"Sailor's Hornpipe." You'll
also hear a few electronic
bleeps and a bit of
Rachmaninoff as well
Aside from being a wellformed live set, this record
marks the return of Curved
Air to American vinyl They
did three albums in the U.S.
before busting up and making a fourth i which was not
released in the States) with
just half the group.
"Curved Air Live" brings
back memories of times
from three to five years ago.
which were better times for
rock music anyway.

GRAYS
EVERYDAY |
DISCOUNT \

NOW ONLY

PBtCf

IIK

P0LYKINS
Machine Washable

HOUSE SHOES

U.99

GRAY'S

NOW 0NIY

BABY OIL
16oz.

maxell

of this track is Minnie's
double tracking of vocals in
a style easily compared to
Jom Mitchell's.
"Simple Things'' sums up
Minnie's whole approach to
her music The song's
approach is simple-she
gives of her inner self on this
one. rapping about the
simple pleasures of life
This song also contains the
almost childlike innocent
style of her music.

NOW ONLY

C0PPERT0NE
LOTION or OIL

Mfg. List $1.99

SUMMER APTS.
2-Bedroom furnished, air conditioning, $110 plus
electric.

352-0715

*fiit\Ui

FREE FOR THREE!
M.»tll UD C 90 CaiMttt Tapei
With the purchase ol itirM Ol theu* pioven. hu)h peiloimance
tapes you uet a convenient stoiaqe case lot no extra chaige.
Maiell's new Mx Giinimj Hemable is ihe most advanced omde
loimulation in the maunetic tape industiy. You'll find thai
Ihese supeib cassettes will ouipeilotm mosl expensive tapes on
the market including chromium dioxide
Fteguldi Puce
$149/
Sound Aisociatn Pt««
IS.**

\06**tQ

4 iA
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Technics
Technics SA B0O0X FM/AM 4Chann#l/2-Chann#l Receiver
with Built in CD-4 Demodulalot
A truly unique 4channel achievement, this extraoidindty
nBOttVtl has complete facilities lot directly decoding evety 4
Channel medium m use today, without external accessories
Solid output power (64 watts total RMS powei. all channels
drlvtn at 8 ohms, and 84 watts total RMS. 2 channels driven at 8
ohms! and excellent FM sensitivity also contribute to the high
petlotmance level of the SA 8000X This sophisticated unit has
tar ton many features to list in this ad. Slop in to Sound
Associates and ask a Sound Specialist to give you the details.
Regular Puce
$549 95
Sound Associates Puce
13 IS.M

Sarnui AU 505 Intogratad Amptdior and TU 505 AM/FM Statao
Tuner. Here's an opportunity to buy separate components lor
less than a comparable equipped receiver. The ultra clean
AU 505 with low noise silicon transistors, and an oversi/v power
transformer pumps oul 23 waits per channel Iboih channels
driven) wilh distortion ol less than 0.5% and a power bandwidth
of 25 lo 40,000 Hi. Features include tape monitoring provisions,
low and high frequency filters, toudness compensation switch, a
mic. input and mote. To complement Ihe AU 505 we're offering
its lunet counterp.nl, the TU-605 al remarkable savings. Behind
its saiin black Iront panel are quality ingiedients like a dual
gated MOS type Field Effect Transistor for outstanding per
formance. An AM/FM noise suppressor switch, an FM muting
switch with stereo indicator are iust a few of Ihe goodies you'll
appreciate You can slact these components or have them side
by side. All things considered, this package adds up to quality
performance at a very modest investment.
AU 505 Regular Price
$189.95
TU 505 Regular Price
$179.95
Total Regular Price
$369.90
Sound Associates Total Prtc*
|2IV.t5

PICKERING

MEDI-QUIK

NOW 0NIY

: $i.o9

ASSORTED UMBRELLAS
ranging from

4.49 • $4.99

TRWl
DISCOUNT
DRUGSTORES

Complete Prescription Service •
Let Grays fill your Prescription

352-7248
Pickering V 15/550E Diamond Stylus Magnetic Cartridge
One of ihe best buys in the Pickering line. Flat frequency
response and excellent tracking ability from I up to 3 grams
Diamond stylus it o< ihe proven elliptical design with patented
Oustamatic brush included.
Hegulai Puce
$54.95
Sound Associates Price
$11.95

Hundreds of in-store specials
on every brand of Hi-Fi Made!

SDUM associates
Bowling Green
248 South Main Street

<419> 352-8750

MF 10 A.M.-9 P.M. - SAT. 10 A.M.-5:30 P.M.

SUMMER
JOBS
100 aggressive men and women wanted —
who are interested in earning $600 to $1,000 or more per month, working 5 days per
week, 7 hours per day, during the month of
June, July and August. Must have interest in
sales and live in Northern Ohio during the
summer. Must have automobile or access to
transportation. Complete training provided,
plus incentive trip to Nassau, Banamas, for
top teams.
Interviews given based on earliest
applications, which can be obtained at the
office of Student Employment. 460 Student
Services Bldg. Valeer Industries.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

LASALLE*S EAR
PIERCING
SPECIAL!
3-DAYS ONLY
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY
MAY 22, 23, 24TH
Stop in Thursday and Friday 12-5 or
Saturday 12 to 5. A registered nurse will
pierce your ears, using the most modern
painless method...and a starter set of 24K
gold-plated earrings will be inserted at
the same instant! Simply sign the consent
form or if you're under 18 bring a
parent or guardian to sign for you,
...then lend us your ears,
and look forward to wearing
beautiful pierced earrings!

LASA1.LE*S

Thur.doy May M, 197S, Th. M N.w. Pog. 7

Bonus money available
for Ohio war veterans
By Jo* Wollel
Staff Reporter
Ohio veterans who were
on active duty between Aug
5. 1964 and July 1. 1973 may
be eligible for a veteran's
bonus of up to $500. according to Randall Sweeney,
director of the Ohio Vietnam
Veterans Bonus Commission
Another
commission
spokesman. John Carroll,
emphasized that veterans
did not have to serve in
Vietnam to be eligible for
the bonus.
Bonus requirements are
that a person must have
been an Ohio resident one
year prior to entering the
service, must have served
for at least 90 days and must
have been honorably discharged
Carroll said if a veteran
served in domestic service
during the above period, he
will receive $10 for every
month he served up to a
maximum of $500

Sky sailing

Jon La Bri«r« takes advantage off Bowling Groon
spring brooioi by flying hit hang glidor behind iho
IET Building. ( Ntwiphoto by Rod Caudlo)

VETERANS who were on
active duty in foreign ser
vice will receive $15 per
month while those who
served in Vietnam or where

U.S. vows continued support

Kissinger visits West Berlin
BERLIN (API Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger
yesterday declared Berlin to
be living proof that America
keeps its word to its allies
He also called the divided
city "the acid test" for
East West detente

HE SAID the United
Slates will continue that support by remaining military
ily strong and diplomatically
aiert
As for those in America
who question the role of the
US
military.
Kissinger
said "Let them come to
Berlin"-a phrase first used
here by President John
Kennedy when he was here
in 1963

Kissinger, the first highranking U.8 official to visit
West Berlin since 1972. told
the city's parliament that
those who question the validity of America's commitments need only look to the
last 30 years when "the
United States has stood
shoulder-to-shoulder
with
this city, in times of crisis
and in times of hope "

Kissinger flew to West
Berlin after an overnight
visit in Bonn and a meeting
Monday and Tuesday in
Geneva with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei (Jromvko

AFTER HIS four-hour
stay in Berlin. Kissinger
flew to Ankara. Turkey, for
discussions on I' S Turkish
relations and renewal of
negotiations between
Greece and Turkey on the
Cyprus situation
Addressing a group of
civilian U.S. employes in
Berlin. Kissinger said he
had come to West Berlin "to
renew the American commitment to freeoom. our
principles and our values "

He said Berlin is "the acid
test" of better East West
relations

His voice cracking with
emotion, the American
secretary said. "I am proud
to be here in Berlin I want
you to know how much it
means to me to come to this
city where the basic issues
do not require so much
explanation "

they received hostile fire
pay can gel $20 for each
month served
If a person was on active
duty within the Republic of
Vietnam between Feb 2t.
1961 and Aug I,1964. he also
can submit a claim for compensation
Some veterans can substitute their regular bonus for
an educational bonus
depending on type and
length of service. Carroll
said The educational bonus
is valid for up to twice the
amount the veteran would
receive with the regular
bonus

Many students may not notice the
inventory control facility north of the
Industrial Education and Technology
Building, but many goods the University
needs are stocked there
Inventory control, which was combined in
December to include central receiving and
central stores, handles about $500,000 worth
of goods, according to Owen McKee. director
of inventory control
Uoods handled by inventory control include
custodial and maintenance equipment,
automotive repair parts, food and kitchen
supplies for dining halls, furniture and
plumbing supplies. McKee said
Chemistry, biology and art classes also
receive chemicals and glassware from the
facility. McKee said
McKee said he plans to cut back his
inventory in the near future
McKee said his department will stock up
on supplies with a heavy demand and cut
<^II.I«/HIII*^H

IN HIS speech to parliament. Kissinger said that
continued vigilance must be
matched by efforts toward
strengthening detente

'HOT WEATHER IS HERE!!
Why not spend time cooling
yourself under water?
Ph. 352-5128- Bowling Green (yj
SCUBA DIVING LESSONS, rP
o
EQUIPMENT, SERVICE,
air fills,
SPEEDO
swimsuits

FOOD FOR dining halls is the item most in
demand. McKee said, followed by carpentry
items and custodial and electrical supplies
Prices have risen considerably for some
goods. McKee said Toilet paper, which once
sold for 110 or 111 a case, now sells for 123 a
case
"We try to buy ahead at today's prices as a
hedge against inflation." he said Inventory
control has the economic advantage of
buying in large quantities and distributing
the goods as they are needed
Occasionally shortages have been a
problem for McKee Last year there was a
shortage of toilet paper, he said, but it
appeared to be a created one because after
the price went up. the shortage disappeared
McKee said he does not directly see
supplies wasted, but said he has seen rolls of
toilet paper thrown at football games
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for this MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND
at Freedom Trails Riding Academy
Rt.6&
Wapakoneta Rd.

Phone
832-3785

Last hour ride goes out at 6 p.m. Friday and
7 p.m. Saturday, Sunday, and Monday
IrWw-V-
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(EDCO 200)
• conversation with teachers
• viewing of videotapes
• discussion of current educational issues

AQUA HUT 521 S Prospect
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down on things not used frequently.

MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW

ATTENTION FRESHMEN OR SOPHOMORES
FALL 1975 QUARTER

Thinking of Teaching as a Possible Career?
Then Consider
EARLY SEMINAR IN EDUCATION

more than 2.500 requests for
bonus forms are handled by
the staff each month "
Carroll said his office is
trying to generate response to the bonus through
the media He said he has
sent news releases to every
armed forces installation in
the world, as well as to veterans groups and media
throughout the United
States
He said 18 other states
have veterans bonuses, adding that these veterans
offices work together to
inform veterans about the
possible benefits

Inventory center to cut
reserve of some items

"Only if Berlin flourishes
will detente flourish," he
said
"Only if you are secure
will Europe be secure This
has been America's attitude
for 30 years, and it has not
changed On behalf of Presi
dent Ford and the American
people. I reaffirm our historic relationship today "

Therefore, if a veteran is
eligible for a MOO bonus, he
could get an 1800 educational
bonus instead
The cutoff date for veteran bonus applications is
Jan 1. 1978 Money for the
educational bonus must be
used by Dec 31.1982
SWEENEY SAID that
350.000 applications have
been received, but the Veterans Administration estimates the commission can
expect another M0.000
claims
"We're still getting approximately 1.000 applications a
week." Sweeney said, "and
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MODEL OPEN...
NOON TILL 4:30 P.M.

M

CAMPUS MANOR **
APARTMENTS

FALL QUARTERS
TWO CREDIT HOURS - ONE EVENING PER WEEK
LOOK FOR COURSE LISTING IN THE FALL 1975 SCHEDULE

BEHIND BURGER CHEF & MR. ED'S PIZZA PUB
NEXT TO STERLING MILK & DORSEY DRUG

*

TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRATERNITY

$
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K
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ANNOUNCES THEIR
. 1975-1976
OFFICERS

J
5
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I
*
5
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*
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TOM TRIMBLE ■ PRESIDENT
TOM LICKERT - VICE PRESIDENT
TOM GOOD - TREASURER
DENNIS SHORT ■ SECRETARY
JOE WILSON - HISTORIAN
GERRY SIBBLE ■ CHAPLAIN
JIM FLUCKINGER - PLEDGE TRAINER
MIKE UNDHORST - SGT. AT ARMS
JIM HOOKER • SENIOR ADVISOR /
CHAPTER SWEETHEART • LESLIE BISHOP
INTN'L SWEETHEART FINALIST - SHARON

*

*
*
t
*
*
{
*
*
J
*
*

MARSHALL t
NEW ACTIVES:
MIKEPUGLIESE
JOE WILSON
RICK SCHENE

J(
*
J
w
£

-

NEW PLEDGES:
JOE BURCHICK '
STEVE JAVORNIK

TOP CHAPTER ATHLETES:
C. PATRICK CLARY
MARK LICKERT.
TOP TEKE AND I.F.C. PRESIDENT
JIM HOOKER

NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER & FALL OF 1975

Summer Cooier!
JUNIOR HALTERS
Arnel halters in assorted
prints. Sizes S-M-L

ONLY

¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

$ 88

3

13 GOOD REASONS FOR LIVING AT CAMPUS MANOR
EACH

From Our Regular Stock —
An assortment of cotton knit
and terry tops. Summer styles
in a wide variety of colors.

^■i3»3M«o*98g
Special Purchase, Famous

JUNIOR SWIMSUITS
Assorted bikini styles in
solids and prints.
SIZES
5 to 13

Z
£
C
J
J

OPENINGS FOR 1-4 STUDENTS
TO FILL 4-MAN APTS.
SPECIAL SUMMER RATES

88

ONLY

HO

New ■ Modern • Furnished - Cable T.V.
2 min. Walk to Campus
5 min. Walk to Downtown
25 business establishments at your front door
Entrance doors secured at all times
Large freezer for additional food savings
Intercom between apartments & entrance
Free parking at your front door
Gas barbeque grill for the gourmet cook
No car required, save on gas, parking & operating cost
No long walks on those zero winter days in mud & slush
Well lighted streets between apts., campus and shopping areas

• Friendly Helpful Landlords
FOR THE CREAM OF THE CROP,
GO CAMPUS MANOR
FROM '252.00 PER PERSON PER QUARTER

•ach

SUMMER DRESSING!
An assortment of polyester throwovers in solid
colors with contrast stitching. Great for over swimsuits or as dresses!

Junior Sizes

$

ONLY 15°°

ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED EXCEPT ELECTRIC

m
A.

MODEL OPEN NOON TILL 4:30 P.M. WEEKDAYS

352-9302
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS

352-7365

*
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T.O.'s in T-shirt business
for more than 24 years

local briefs
Corrections
The following are corrections to a story published in
yesterday's News concerning Tuesday's Faculty Senate
meeting:
-The educational budget originally developed by the
University committee was based on the guidelines of
House Bill 555. which proposed that the University receive
t23.7 million Yesterday's News reported this figure to be
$28 million
-House Bill 155 was amended to Substitute House Bill
155 Yesterday's News reported that House Bill 555 had
been amended.
-The instructional fee will not be raised as reported in
yesterday's News Substitute House Bill 155 prohibits an
increase in the instructional fee and the ceiling figure is
$210 per quarter
-The University plans to increase operating budgets in
academic areas Yesterday's News reported that there
would be cuts made in the operating budgets of several
academic areas

Concert
The University percussion ensemble will present its last
concert of the year at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the Recital Hall.
Music Bldg
Wendell Jones, assistant professor of performance
studies, will direct the ensemble, which recently
completed a tour of 14 area schools.
The program is free and open to the public

Lemonade sale
The University Men's Chorus will sell lemonade today on
the east side of the Education Building from noon-5 p.m
Cost will be 10 cents a cup and occasional musical entertainment will be provided. Proceeds will go toward a tour
next spring

By Gall Harris
Staff Reporter
T.O.'s Campus Corner, 902
E. Wooster St.. is known to
most students as a T-shirt
shop But according to
owner Thomas Ohns, T.O.'s
is really a variety store
"We've got everything,"
Ohns said. "Sundries, groceries, school supplies, clothing, beer and wine, penny
candy, ice cream and we
even take in dry cleaning."
Ohns explained that T.O.'s
has been part of the campus
scene for 24 years
"We've been here longer
than anybody." he said
Ohns said he got the idea
to start his shop when he
served in World War II
"DURING THE WAR I
worked at an army exchange
service where you could buy
everything. I thought this
kind of operation would
work beautifully on a college
campus," he said.

• From page on*

Opera singer
Bulgarian mezzo-soprano Gabriella Schubert-Traikova
will perform in concert at 8 p m tomorrow in the Recital
Hall, Music Bldg She has performed with the Dresden
Opera and the "Komische Opera" in Germany
The concert is free and open to the public.

Marketing team
University marketing students recently participated in
the seventh annual Intercollegiate Marketing Management
Competition in Milwaukee. Wis
Team members were Timothy Hagan. Philip
Battershell. Michael Kberhart and faculty advisor Dr
William Hannaford
The competition involved a "computer simulation of the
sales management task,'' according to Dr Hannaford.
assistant professor of marketing The competition was
organized by industries which in turn consisted of
companies, he said
Members of the University team were industry winners,
which qualified them as national semi-finalists. They then
went on to national finals and placed third runner-up. he
said
The presentation of awards was made by Allen-Bradley
Corporation's Stuart Byerl. president of the Milwaukee
chapter of the Sales and Marketing Executives Organization, a co-sponsor of the event

about five years ago T.O.'s
acquired an extra room located next door to the shop
to be used for this purpose
THE PROCESS of
imprinting the shirts is not
complicated, according to
Ohns He said that if someone wanted a specific design
on a piece of clothing, they
could bring a sketch to the
shop.
The rough draft then is
sent to Columbus where the
design is touched up and
printed on a piece of paper
called a transfer, which is
sent back to T.O.'s.
Each imprinted item
requires a transfer. For
example, if there was an
order for 20 shirts, there
must be 20 paper transfers
When the design has been
applied to the piece of clothing at the shop, a layer of
silicon is put over the transfer to protect the design and
make it last longer. Ohns
said

U.S. seeks marine release

Bookstore
The University Bookstore will be closed Saturday and
Monday for the Memorial Day weekend

Ohns attended the University from 1939-1942 but did
not graduate because he
entered the service. After
serving in the army, he returned to Bowling Green and
started his shop
T 0 s earns most of its income from the sale of custom made T-shirts and
jackets. The shop is one of a
select few in the area that
allows people to create their
own clothing. Ohns
explained
He said that people come
from as far away as New
York to buy personalized Tshirts
"There are lots of places
where you can just order
from a catalog and wait till
the order comes in, but
there aren't many places
where you can pick what you
want and wait while It's
being made," Ohns said.
Ohns. 57. said the process
of imprinting shirts at the
shop is a relatively new concept. He explained that

In other Indochina
developments, Associated
Press Correspondent
George Esper reported from
Saigon that three Soviet
tankers have arrived at the
nearby port of Nha Be with
badly needed fuel. Gasoline
is now selling for up to $8 a
gallon in the South
Vietnamese capital
Esper also said the
liberation daily newspaper
Giai Phong has indicated
that looting continues to be a
major problem In Saigon
and surrounding provinces.
The newspaper quoted an
unidentified official source
as saying that "there is now
a popular movement in
many places to discover and
pursue the wicked elements
who were servants of
Americans and their puppet
Saigon government."
THE ARTICLE was taken
as an indication some
reprisals are in store for
former officials and some
people who worked for the

U.S. government, but it was
too early to assess just what
form this would take and
how extensive it might be.
The Revolutionary
Government also said the
United stales and the old
Saigon regime left a hunger
problem behind but that it is
being solved Giai Phong
said more than 120 tons of
rice had been distributed in
two districts in Saigon.
Saigon's Liberation radio,
monitored in Bangkok, said
432 political prisoners of the
former Saigon government
reached the mainland
Tuesday from the penal
colony on Con Son island.
It was not known whether
there were still prisoners
left on the island
Last week. Radio Saigon
announced that the last of
some 1.300 political
prisoners from Con Son had
reached Saigon
AP CORRESPONDENT
Matt Franjola. also in
Saigon, reported thai
hundreds of thousands of

dollars worth of furniture,
food and electronic gear
looted from the homes and
offices of Americans who
fled the city are being sold in
streetside blackmarket
stalls
He said North Vietnamese
troops are buying small or
inexpensive items such as
Japanese radios, wristwatches, jackets and
flashlights while local
residents are stocking up on
big items like refrigerators
and stereos that may not be
available in the future.
In Washington, the
Pentagon acknowledged
that 23 US. servicemen
killed in the crash of a
helicopter in Thailand on
May 13 had been en route to
Utapao Air Base for possible
use in the rescue of the
freighter Mayaguez
A spokesman said
Tuesday that 15 men had
been killed, three were
missing and presumed dead
and 50 wounded in the
operation. Those figures did
not include the men killed in
Thailand

Rhodes pushes energy action
COLUMBUS I API - Gov.
James Rhodes urged the
General Assembly yesterday
to increase speed in handling
energy legislation, saying
every hour of delay brings
the slate closer to economic
disaster.
Rhodes, speaking to a
joint session of the legislature, said much work needs
to be done and little time
remains within which to do
it

"UNLESS we begin now
to solve our energy problems, many more will be
laid off and the recession
will become a permanent
fact in Ohio
"Nobody has all the
answers to energy
problems." he said "There
is no program which can
guarantee total success
"But nothing happens
until we do something

APARTMENTS SUMMER OR FALL
420 ENTIRE SUMMER
AIR CONDITIONED, TWO BEDROOMS
BAR-B-Q GRILLS, FURNISHED
s

FALL RENTAL- 260 PER MONTH
ALL UTILIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC PAID

Call Delbert - 352-7671

Every hour we delay brings
Ohio closer to industrial
disaster with its harsh
threat to our working men
and women "
RHODES SAID three
areas need immediate
attention: helping industry
switch from natural gas to
coal, assisting natural gas
drillers to fully develop Ohio
gas resources to their fullest
and beginning construction
of fuel oil storage facilities
so Ohio can take its full
allocation of fuel oil
The governor also said the
state must work harder to
obtain a pilot coal
gasification plant in
southeastern Ohio
The governor urged the
legislature to enact his
proposal creating an Ohio
Energy Development
Authority, which would have
revenue bonding authority to
financially aid industry.
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CHERRY HILL VILLAGE APTS.
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NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER

MANAGEMENT NOW LEASING
FOR ENTIRE SUMMER

CHERRY HILL VILLAGE FEATURES:
• lull furnished apt*
• central gas air conditioning and heating
with individual apt controls
• sliding glass doors to balcony and patio
• Gas equipped laund'y area available in
each apt bu
• pal»o areas with gnils available tor each
building
• club house facility featuring indoor
I' ated poo!
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE RENTAL OFFICE
853 Njpolton Rd.. Sun* 5
II . ... -.

35? 6248 or 352 9378
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705 7th ST
649 6th ST
6th ST
802 6th SI
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The following offer access to the BG *
Health Spa. swimming pool, whirlpool, ^K
sauna and locker room facilities
^

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. £
Management, 1163 Napoleon Rd
•OFFICI -lH-> I 1? and I i 352-9378

facilities.
The authority also could
make low interest loans to
gas developers, allowing
many new wells to be sunk
and
new
reserves
developed.
"WHAT WE ARE talking
about here today is the
survival of one of the
world's greatest industrial
complexes.
which
historically has provided a
sound and progressive
economic base for its
working men and women.

.jy
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T.O.'S GETS much of its
business from the campus'
sororities and fraternities,
Ohns noted He added that
many dormitories buy Tshiris and that this brings in
a lot of money
Ohns said his biggest
order was placed a few
years ago by the residents of
Rodgers Quad when 1,000
T-shirts were purchased
Ohns said he would not
even consider starting any
other type of business He
even is thinking of retiring
But he said that he enjoys
his job and especially the
students he has met
"I've never had one serious problem with any student in all the time I've been
here Bowling Green has
great kids." he said

lowry Stewart, junior (B.A.). poors abovo the
swingset crossbar at William Honry Harrison Park
in Pomborvillo. Wood County Park Commission
operates tho recreational site. (Nowsphoto by Dan
patch!)

Mass boredom plagues Guam
AGANA. Guam (API-Guam's dusty "Tent
City" is one month old and beginning to face
a serious refugee problem: mass boredom
"We go to the food line. Then we eat. Then
we sleep And then we go to the food line
again." one Vietnamese said recently of his
daily routine "We sleep much "
Slowly, that is changing Although many
still sleep in the dense heat of afternoon,
some spend the mornings taking classes in
English
IN THE EVENING, thousands gather at
open-air movies to view such action films as
"The Alamo" and "TheTowering Inferno."
"The movies have been the most popular."
a Navy spokesman said
"We have five movie screens now and we
usually start off with 45 minutes of Disney
shorts for the children. Then we show one
feature film. When we showed "The Guns of
Navarrone' there were 8.000 refugees
gathered in front of one screen."
KEEPING CHILDREN occupied has been
the biggest challenge-about half of Tent
City's 38.000 residents are juveniles.
"The number of very small children was
something we should have anticipated but
didn't." said Adm. Steve Morrison.

commander of naval forces in the Mariana
Islands and coordinator of "Operation New
Life"
Military troops have cleared a small
playground in the dust and installed
volleyball nets, swings and a slide
The greatest aid in entertaining the
refugees has been Gab Gab Beach, a stretch
of sand along the Pacific adjoining Tent City.
"IT'S A beautiful beach that looks like
something right out of a South Seas movie."
said Lt. Cmdr. Paul Connors, who works at
Tent City.
"In normal times, it is primarily used by
the military and their families."
Now. buses take refugees the two miles to
and from the beach daily.
However, government officials agree that
the most important problem is the lack of
schools for the children.
With a continuing slowdown in flights to
the mainland. Morrison said refugees could
be living in Tent City for months despite
threats of bad weather and sanitation
problems.
"It's not right to have these children
around all day with nothing to do." the
admiral said "They just shouldn't have that
much time "

Perspective jurors quizzed for Kent trial
CLEVELAND (AP) Lawyers split over ideology
yesterday in the civil trial
arising from the 1870 Kent
State University shootings
but calmed down with an
apology the judge termed
unnecessary
The session wound up
short of seating 12 jurors
and four alternates

The case is to determine
whether Gov. James
Rhodes, three former state
officials and 40 ex-Ohio
National Guardsmen should
individually be held financially responsible in the
May 4 (lareup of five years
ago.
THE M« MILLION suit, a

CONGRATULATIONS ON
GOING ACTIVE

FOR FULLY FURNISHED APTS.
HAMI TON HOUSE
BUCKEYE HOUSE
BIRCHWOOi' Pi Ac'i
MI VERNON

MONEY FROM the
authority would fund the
switchover from gas and oil
to coal.
"If this bill is not enacted
within the next three or four
weeks, industries will not
have enough lead time to
change over to coal before
winter." he said.
The authority also could
fund the building of storage
tanks, he said, needed
because the state has had to
turn back part of its oil
allocation for lack of storage

FOR THOSE who do not
want to wait for a special
design but still desire to
create their own apparel.
T.O.'s has a stock of letters,
hearts, bunnies, stars and
other appliques
"You wouldn't believe
how many things we have to
put on shirts.'' Ohns said
It is a policy of T.O.'s not
to print anything obscene,
although Ohns admitted that
some people have managed
to bypass this policy. He
explained that people sometimes want things printed in
foreign languages
"I don't know what the
stuff means so I just print
it," he said.
Ohns related an incident
where a student had a foreign message printed on a
shirt Next day the student
returned to the shop very
angry. The student incorrectly spelled one of the
words on the shirt, which
drastically changed its
meaning He complained
that people laughed at him

Kevin Cooper
Keith Grass
Andrew Jones
Steve Kane
Peter Helium

Richard Manley
Brian Pickering
Christopher Reiman
Peter Sinewe
Vaun Wkkerham

Scott SneK
The Brothers of
Delta Upsilon

consolidation of 14 brought
originally by the nine Kent
State students who were
wounded and by parents of
the four who were killed,
stemmed from a four-day
clash between guardsmen
and demonstrators who
protest of U.S. military involvement in Cambodia.
Joseph Kelner, spokesman
for the plaintiffs, sparked a
stormy session by asking
prospective jurors whether
they were associated with
such groups as the National
Rifle Association. Veterans
of Foreign Wars and the
American Legion.
When the defense's turn
came for questioning potential jurors, attorney Burt
Pulton responded by asking
about their possible affilia
lions with such organisations as the American Civil
Liberties Union, the Communist party. Students for a
Democratic Society or the
Weathermen.
KELNER objected,
claiming Fulton was
suggesting that those organi-

zations were on trial.
Fulton responded that
Kelner had begun that line
of questioning. I'm not insinuating anything.'' Kelner
said
"You are insinuating,
sir." retorted Fulton
Fulton apologized to the
court for the comments, but
U.S. District Judge Don
Young of Toledo said that
attorneys had a proper
interest in determining the
frame of mind of potential
jurors
Plaintiffs promptly dismissed a juror who said he
had been a member of the
American Legion
During the morning session, nine potential jurors
were excused, one by the
judge and four each by the
plaintiffs and the defense.
RHODES, PRESENT
through most of the first two
days, didn't attend yesterday. He was to address the
General Assembly in Columbus on energy during the
afternoon.
Most of the other defen-

dants who jammed the
courtroom during previous
sessions also were absent
yesterday morning
Eight of the 44 defendants
who did appear included
former Kent State President
Robert White, former Adj.
Gen Sylvester Del Corso
and ex-Brig Gen Robert
Canterbury, all of whom had
attended since the opening
day.
THE Set MILLION damage figure was a revision of
previous estimates which
had ranged from 111 million
to CO million. The new
figure was obtained Tuesday
by a detailed check of court
records.
Young had spoken of IS
original suits in which the
plaintiffs were eight of the
nine wounded and the
parents of the slain students,
but the records showed a
total of 14 and that the plaintiffs included all nine
wounded.
The records also showed
the plaintiffs sought 120 5
million in compensatory
damages and S2S.7 million in
punitive damages
I
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Treater overlooked by many,
but freshman was consistent
ByMckRces
Sports Editor
One might have a
tendency to take him lor
granted, but had Gary
Treater net been in Bowling
Green's golf lineup this
spring, the linksters' season
might have been a little
different
With steady play from
senior veterans Ken Walters
and Mark McConnell and a
fine rookie campaign by
John Miller. Treater's
accomplishments always
seemed to take secondbilling
But the freshman perhaps
was BG's most consistent
performer all season His
77.9 average, although fifth
among Falcon golfers was
only a two-stroke average
behind Walters' teamleading 75.9
FrMhman golf star Gary Treater lines up a pull
during

lotl

month's

Falcon

Invitational.

Trio

youngstor was a stabilising forco in BG's lineup all
spring and will be counted on to lond loaders hip in
future seasons. (Newsphoto by Jim Osborn)

"I PLAYED better than I
every have." Treater said.
reflecting about the past
season "I played fairly consistent, but I just didn't
score as 1 think I'm capable

of. I never got that super-hot
round going "
Treater said making the
transition from high school
to collegiate golf was not
difficult.
"There are more wellrounded teams in college.''
he said "There's more of a
team effort But playing in
amateur tournaments in the
summer helped me the
most
"I played with a lot of
guys last summer that 1
played against this spring.''
Treater explained
"The
competition is just as rough
in amateur tourneys "
TREATER CITED team
unity as another difference
between high school and
college
"What I really like about
our team here is that we're
all close." he said "We're
always pulling for each
other to do well.
"I knew most of the guys
even before 1 came here."
he continued "I've played
with them since I was 13
years old
in
summer

tourneys
So we know
everyone's games and we
try to help each other out."
Treater said learning to
control his temper was the
biggest improvement he
made in his game this
season
"1 used to have a bad
temper on the course." he
said, "and it took me awhile
to get over that But I'm
happy with my game now
because I have learned to
control my emotions.
"EVERY STROKE is so
important in college golf and
many times, no matter how
bad its going, you can't get
mad and give up." he
explained
"A lot of times. I'll be
hitting the ball good, but 1
won't be putting good, and
something inside of me will
say to give it up." Treater
said "But you can't do that
in college golf because
you're playing for the
team "
Treater. who played his
high school golf at Warren
Western Reserve, said his

basic attitude is to play each
shot at a time
"I just go out and try to
relax and play it at it
comes," he said "The main
thing on the course is to be
yourself and that's the best
philosophy for me
"I always go into any
tournament thinking I can
win." Treater said "If you
don't have that attitude, you
won't be a winner "
WITH SUCH A positive
attitude, the young linkster
should be a fixture in the
Falcon lineup in years to
come Treater realizes that,
but also acknowledges room
for improvement
"I'll play in a lot of
tourneys this summer." he
said "The whole league will
be young next year, so we'll
have a good shot to be
among the top teams.
"As far as I'm concerned.
I'll just keep playing and
keep working at my game."
he added
Falcon golf coach John
Piper can't ask anything
more from Treater

IIicli Rees

such established pro stars as Bob McAdoo. Moses Malone.
Rudy Tomjanovich and Jim Chones
McAdoo led the pro stars with 20 points as they dumped
the college cagors. 120-112

WORD IS OUT that Falcon eager Jay Underman.
sophomore, is considering transferring to Villanova

With the signing of Harris. Bowling Green has matched
Miami in the number of recruits isixi signed in the MidAmerican Conference (MAC)
However, the prize catch is considered to be Detroit's 6-9
Tony Hosey. who is headed for Central Michigan Insiders
say Hosey will take up right where 6-8 leaper Dan
Roundfield left off for Dick Parfitts Chippewas
MIAMI HAS LANDED 6 10 Terry Brady or Midland.
Mich . and 6-8 Bruce Green of Milan. lnd Green is the
brother of Indiana ace Steve Green
All-Ohio forwards Todd Jones t Springfield I and Fred
Johnson i Barberlon i also have inked Redskin letters.
Kent State's colorful coach Rex Hughes has signed two
junior college guards. Corteze Brown of Cuyahoga
Community College and Del Steele from Iowa Central
Ohio University coach Dale Bandy also went the junior
college route and came up with two blue-chippers
Guard Billy Reid of Laurinburg Institute and forward
Clayvon Williams of Lake City iFla.l Community College
have signed Bobcat letters
Bandy also signed 6-0 guard Gregg (obb of Olmstead
Falls, who averaged over 32 points per game in both his
junior and senior seasons

ON THE NATIONAL hoop recruiting scene. Kentucky.
runner-up in the NCAA finals last March, appears to have
made quite a haul
Headlining the list is 6-8 forward Bill i Poodles I
Willoughby from Knglewood. N J Willoughby is considered
the best forward prospect in the nation, but is also
considering playing in the ABA His name is currently on
the hardship li'l. as is MAC performer Walter Luckett for
Ohio University
The Wildcats have signed three outstanding backcourt
prospects Toledo Scott standout Truman Claytor. whom BG

COLUMBUS-The
MidAmerican
Conference
(MAC) will introduce
national legislation calling
for athletic grants-in-aid to
be based on financial need
only, according to league
commissioner Fred Jacoby

Hockey awards
Senior icers Roger Archer and Bob Dobek. Bowling
Green's hockey co-captains last season, were double award
winners at Tuesday night's team banquet.
Archer, a four-year starter from Sarnia. Ont.. was named
the most valuable player and the outstanding deJenseman by
the vote of his teammates. It marked the second time in
three seasons that Archer was BGs lop defenseman
Dobek. a senior center from Taylor. Mich . was named
the outstanding forward for the second straight season and
received the Sam Cooper Award as the team's leading point
scorer for the third consecutive year.
Other award winners were senior Steve Ball of
Missisauga. Ont.. and Dave Easton of Glen Morris. Ont.
Ball received the "Gay Blade Award" for the fourth
straight year as the player who best typifies team spirit and
sportsmanship.
Easton. a freshman who placed fifth in team scoring with
42 points, was BG's most improved player.
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ADD END: I can't help but question the selections by
league golf coaches for the all-MAC team. Walters was the
number one selection for the third straight year, but I
thought Kent State senior Mike Morrow deserved a higher
honor than the number five position he was accorded.
Morrow finished second in the individual race in last
weekend's championship action He won conference
medalist honors as a sophomore, and finished second last
season
Morrow was a consistent golfer all spring and recorded
the low average in the MAC for the entire season
BUT MORROW IS considered somewhat of a "flake." He
wears tennis shoes on the course and his personality is close
to that of BG hoop performer Jeff Montgomery.
And for the same reason Montgomery was left off the allMAC first team this winter. Morrow was not selected to a
higher position on the conference golf team.
Personality should be disregarded when coaches make
such selections

TOU FREE 9 A.M.-10 P.M.
1-800-438-3710

ONE DAY IN

HOWARD'S
CLUB H

Congratulations
to our New
Alpha Phi Actives:
DebHigbee
Bethar.n Link

The wait was
worth it, right?
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SPEAKING OF RECRUITS. Falcon golf coach John
Piper has corralled three outstanding prep linksters for next
year.
Jeff Parsons of Toledo Rogers High. Jim Ford from Oak
Harbor High School and Jerry Kelich from L'Anse Cruese
High School in Mt Clemens. Mich have signed letters to
attend BG
All three are considered solid prospects and should help
replace four-year lettermen Ken Walters and Mark
McConnell. who will graduate
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AND REMEMBER Al Green? Green, the former Harlem.
NY phenom who was considering BG last year, has signed
with North Carolina State after a season at Arizona Western
Junior College
The 6-2 guard was a teammate of current BG signee
t'huckie James at Arizona Western last winter

departments across the
country are feeling the same
financial crunch that all of
us are experiencing in our
businesses and homes. It's
our feeling the 'need program' would permit the
departments to make a substantial budget cut." Jacoby
explained
"Under the proposed
legislation, the prospective
student-athletes would
receive only that financial
assistance as deemed necessary by a compilation of his
parents' confidential state-

ABORTION
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Pat Foschi. a 6 4 prospect from Minnesota and 6-3 Duane
Casey from Kentucky have also signed for Joe Halls
Wildcats Both were considered among the top 30 high
school stars in the nation this winter

"We want to emphasize
we are proposing this legislation on a nation-wide basis
and are not making any unilateral moves as a conference," said the commissioner.
"If adopted, the first
recruited athletes affected
would be the freshman class
entering in September, 1976,
and any currently enrolled
student-athletes, or those
entering before (he September. 1976. date would not be
affected," he added
"The college athletic

Scheduled to be brought
before the NCAA Special
Convention set for Chicago
In August, the "need program" would allow significant reduction in athletic
budgets, according to
Jacoby
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wanted badly, is headed for the Bluegrass state

MAC to introduce need' legislation
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Howard enhances pro hoop chances

SKIP HOWARD greatly enhanced his chances of being
drafted by a pro basketball club with a spectacular
performance in last Saturday's second annual Pro-Am
Classic in Columbus
In a game matching current pro stars with college
seniors. Howard dazzled a tiny crowd by scoring 32 points
and playing sparkling defense
The 6-9 Dayton Dunbar product, who was named the
collegians' most valuable player in the contest, went against

THE KOHL HALL SPRING
FLING - MAY 30th
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'Hollywood' coming to Bowling Green;
Tommy "Hollywood" Harris, a 6-4. 180-pound guard, has
signed a national letter of intent to play basketball at the
I'niversity next year
Harris is a transfer from Vincennes Junior College in
Indiana As a sophomore tms past winter, he averaged 24
points per game and led his team to the national junior
college tournament
Harris, who played his prep ball at Lorain Admiral King
High School, also was selected to play this season in the first
annual junior college all-star game in Texas.
He is the brother of former Indiana starJimmy "Bubbles'"
Harris

MEN OF KOHL
THE INN THING IS

PINBALLS
NEW
POOL TABLE

ment and those amounts
would be established by a
national table. It's estimated the 'need program'
could reduce the grants in
aid-or scholarship-costs by
as much as 40 per cent of
what is being spent under
the current system," Jacoby
said.
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THE THRILL STORY OF TERROR IN THE SKIES!
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BG hurler among award finalists

Young gains national acclaim
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
"I couldn't believe it'"
That was Falcon pitching
star Kip Young's reaction
earlier this week after being
named one of the 20 finalists
for the second-annual Lefty
Gomez Plate Award
If Young eventually cops
the honor, he will pull one of
the biggest surprises ever
for a northern university in
the diamond sport
The prestigious award
goes to the top amateur
hurler in the nation from the

high school, junior college or
university ranks
"USUALLY, schools like
Florida State. USC. UCLA
and Arizona Slate get the top
priority for these kind of
awards." Young explained
"Teams from the lop ten in
the country usually get it I
didn't think that I'd make it
"But that's really great."
he continued. "It's a great
honor, but I never really
heard of the thing before
It'd be nice to win. but I'm
just honored to be in the
final 20"
Young feels that his overall record was his biggest

strength in gaining national
recognition.
"When they applied for
this award, my record
(career) was 24-4 (it's now
26 41 Being fifth in the na
tion in ERA last year helped
me. too." added the junior
who owns almost every
pitching record at BG
YOUNG POSTED a 1.01
earned run average last season with a 10-1 record This
year was his best recordwise (11-1). but Young insists his sophomore season
was more impressive.

"I had a lot of wins, but I
didn't pitch as good as I did
last year," he said. "But I
am satisfied this year. When
you're 11-1, you can't be dissatisfied."
As for the 26-24 Falcon
campaign. Young thought
things should have been
better-like last year's 30-14
season.
"I'm glad we did over
500. but we should have won
more games." Young said
"Nobody wanted to go out of

here this year with a losing
record."
But BG almost did. thanks
to many heartbreaking defeats.

grabbing the Gomez Award.
But even if he doesn't.
Young has come a long way
in his college career And he
still hasn't reached his final
destiny in Falconland

"We left too many men on
base this year and lost a lot
of close games," said
Young, who recently was
named to the first-team all
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) squad with teammate Dick Selgo

In my year left here. I
sure would like to win the
MAC." said the "Kipper."
who will combine with lefty
Mike Hale for a classy onetwo senior punch next
season

A REAL TOPPER to that
selective honor would be

"I'm going to give it all I
got."

•'-

Hard-luck BG pitcher
wins big with no-hitter
By Terry Goodman
Staff Writer
Mike Hale gets his recog
nition the hard way
He was a hard-luck
pitcher during this season
■•cord-breaking hurler Kip Young flattani Noire
Dam* in on* of hit 11 victories this soaton. Ho
currently belongs in an olito group of hurlerj-the
top 20 amateurs in the country. (Nowsphoto by
Jim Osborn)

Hale was a winning
hurler, finishing 7-4. But
close and fluke defeats kept
him from putting together a
big victory string like teammate Kip Young

IN TUESDAY'S splendid
no-hit performance at
Wayne State, where he
fanned nine men and walked
one. Hale almost didn't get
the win
The game was decided in
the sixth inning when Dale
Swiger rapped a clutch twoout single to plate Larry
Owen, who had walked, for
the margin of victory.
Of his four defeats, many
wert- tight At Miami, he
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Reds send Vukovich fo minors
CINCINNATI (API
John Vukovich, whose defensive
skills were considered the answer to the Cincinnati Keds'
third base woes, is back in the minor leagues-bitter and
uncertain of his future
Vukovich was sent down to Cincinnati's Class AAA farm
team at Indianapolis Tuesday, leaving a vacancy on the
Reds' squad which was filled by pitcher Rawly Eastwick.
STUNNED BY the move. Vukovich was left pondering his
future
"They apparently don't have any plans for me." said
Vukovich. a slick fielder whose hitting weaknesses
prompted the move
"I didn't deserve it." said Vukovich. who was notified of
his new assignment after he saw Eastwick arrive at
Riverfront Stadium
ASKED IF he felt he would be back in the big leagues
soon, he replied angrily "Not with this learn "
Acquired last winter in a trade with the Milwaukee

Brewers thai saw the Reds give up former No 1 draft
choice Pat Osburn. a pitcher. Vukovich started at third base
on opening day.
But Manager Sparky Anderson platooned the position at
will, until May 3. when he switched outfielder Pete Rose to
the perennial trouble spot
"I'M GONNA go with Pete at third." said Anderson,
explaining the departure of Vukovich. who was batting 211
"He's doing an adequate job there, hasn't missed a thing
He's playing as well as a lot of other guys in the league."
said Anderson, pointing nut that Rose has not committed an
error at third
Vukovich said he was hitting 294 at the time he was
removed from the starting lineup
Anderson said he's relying on rookie Doug Flynn and
veteran Darrel Chaney to pick up the depth slack
Anderson said he felt those two "could play more
positions than Vukovich "

lost a five-hitter. 1-0. In
Toledo, a three-hit performance went down the drain
when the Falcons lost. 4-1.
Three of the four Rocket
runs were unearned.
Out of all Mid-American
Conference IMAC) schools.
Hale would definitely be in
the running for the "Best
Second-Starter"
Award
among pitching staffs
EVERY OUTING. Hale
picked up a decision His
earned run average was 2 70
and his gem against Wayne
State was the first BG nohitter since Doug Barr stymied Miami in 1971.
In Hales no-hitter, he
faced just 22 batters-one
over the minimum Besides
the walk, the only other man
to reach base was by an
error in the third inning But
Hale erased that runner by
picking him off first base

Davis signs
ANAHEIM (API--A1IAmerlcan running back
Anthony Davis, the alltime rushing leader at
the University of Southern California, has signed a VI million multiyear contract with the
World
Football
League's Southern California Sun. it was announced yesterday.
The long-rumored
agreement was the first
major signing by a WFL
team since the league
reorganized after its
financially plagued first
season last year

Af ~» n / T
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Junior Mike "No-Hit" Halo cranks up a pitch in a previous
contest this season. He concludes his 1975 campaign with
f^g itrcight thuioutt--the last one being a no-hitter at
Wayne Slate. (Nowsphoto by Jim Osborn)

Rookie drivers prep for Indy
INDIANAPOLIS (API Nearly every kid who ever
sat behind a steering wheel
at some time dreams of
driving in the Indianapolis
500
Bill Puterbaugh. Sheldon
Kinser. Larry McCoy and
Eldon Rasmussen will get
that epportunity for the first
time Sunday as part of the
33-car starling field for the
59th Indy classic
They're rookies But none
of them is a peach-faced kid.
Puterbaugh and Rasmussen are 38. Kinser 32 and
McCoy 30
All have been involved in
racing at some level for a

number of years and have
literally dreamed of driving
the 2'i-mile oval at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway since they began going
round and round in motorcycles and cars
"IT'S BEEN my life."
said Puterbaugh. who was
the fastest qualifier of the
four at 183833 miles per
hour. "I've been Irving to
get here since I've been in
auto racing. But in the eight
years I've been here as a
driver. I've never really had
the equipment to make this
race until now.
"This car is the Eagle that

Gordon Johncock drove to
fourth place here last year
and I knew right from the
beginning I could get it in."
He'll be starting in 15th
position, on the outside of
the fifth three-car row. far
ahead of his fellow first-year
Indy performers. Kinser
will be in 26th position.
McCoy 28th and Rasmussen
who got into the field on the
final day of time trials will
be in the middle of the last
row.
RASMUSSEN. from
Indianapolis, qualified his
own Rascar-Foyt at 181 910

Robinson's appeal moved to Saturday
CLEVELAND. Ohio i API
-The appeal on Cleveland
Indians Manager Frank
Robinson's fine and
suspension has been moved

to Saturday morning, a
spokesman for the team said
last night
Robinson and the Indians'
general
manager.
Phil

Archer wins award
Roger Archer. Bowling Green hockey team's most
valuable player this season, was named Ihe Falcon Club's
outstanding senior athlete yesterday.
A noon luncheon at Holiday Inn honored 11 senior athletes
nominated by their coaches in respective varsity sports

Winner

Race driver Johnny Rutherford is helped Into his machine
during last year's racing action. Rutherford, who was still
recovering from a broken left leg at the time, will be
attempting to defend his Indianapolis 500 crown this
Sunday. His chief competition in the event will be A.J. Foyt.
(Nowsphoto by Bob Harmeyer)

NOMINEES AND their sports were Bud Lewis (soccer).
Jim Reynolds (football). Tom Preston (cross country),
Cornelius Cash (basketball), Bill Bradburn (swimming).
Mike Melting (wrestling). Ken Walters (golf). Don See
(track), Mike Wilcox i lacrosse) and Dick Selgo (baseball).
Previous award winners were Joe Green (1970). Sid Sink
(lWI). Glenn Shirton (l»»2), Dave Wottle (1973) and Paul
Miles 119741

Seghi. will meet with
American League President
Lee MacPhail here in a conference that has been
scheduled for tomorrow
night following the Indians'
game with Oakland. The
league's supervisor of
umpries. Dick Butler, also
will be present. Seghi said.
MACPHAIL fined the
Tribe's player-manager $250
and suspended him for three
days on Sunday following an
argument between Robinson
and
umpire
Jerry
Neudecker that occurred in
Chicago the preceding
evening during the IndiansWhite Sox game.
Robinson
subsequently
asked MacPhail to permit
an appeal, and MacPhail
agreed

m.p.h.. giving the spectators
in turn four a thrill as he
wheeled through it on one of
his four qualifying laps in a
four-wheel slide
McCoy, from Langhorne.
Pa., was spurred into auto
racing by his father, who
bought him a car to drive
That automatically made him
suspect among the drivers
But he got the Rascar-Offen
hauser into the field at
182 760 m.p h and made it
look relatively easy.
Kinser. from Bloomington, Ind.. surprised everyone
by taking a Grant King-built
car through the trials at
182 389 m.p.g.. giving it a
steady ride that had several
veteran drivers nodding

their heads in wonder
Puterbaugh. also living in
Indianapolis now. looks
ahead with a bit of anxiety
and plenty of enthusiasm to
the thrill of starting in his
first Indy
"I'LL COME down the
straightaway with the other
guys, try to get low into the
first corner and then get
behind somebody who's
going about the same pace."
he said "After I get the feel
of the car and the tempo of
the race. I'll do what needs
to be done Just like everybody else. I'm thinking what
it would be like to win it.
"Hell. I wouldn't be here
otherwise."

Tribe trades two
CLEVELAND (API-The Cleveland Indians traded
pitchers Jim Perry and Dick Bosman to the Oakland
A's for pitcher John "Blue Moon" Odom and an
unspecified amount of cash, the Tribe announced
Tuesday.
Perry. 38. posted an ERA of 6.69 while going 1-6 with
the Tribe in six starts and two relief appearances.
Bosman. 0-2. recorded an ERA of 4.08 so far this
year while starting six times and relieving three
times.
ODOM'S ERA while losing twice and winning none
in seven games is 12.27. the Tribe spokesman said.
Asked why the Indians make Ihe trade for Odom.
the spokesman replied that there could have been
other considerations involved.
Speculation that Perry, whose brother Gaylord is
the Indians' ace pitcher, might be on his way to
another club arose about two weeks ago an his won
lost record kepi building up on the minus side.

